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Spying threatens aid
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By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press Writer

STACEY CROOK Ledge

Ti*es

Children In this class at Blood River Baptist Church are among those who have fond memories of their
friends, Carol and Bryan Luffman

Church still grieving

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
members of Congress calling for
a suspension of U.S. aid to Russia over a major spying incident,
the Clinton administration
awaited a reply from Moscow to
its demand that Russian officials
involved in the alleged espionage
be withdrawn from Washington.
Officials speaking on condition
of anonymity also disclosed
Wednesday that the alleged betrayal by CIA counterintelligence
officer Aldnch Ames resulted in
the deaths of at least two officials
of the former Soviet Union who
spied for the United States.
The New York Times reported
today that at least 10 Soviet citizens were killed, including the
first two intelligence officers the
FBI had ever recruited from the
Soviet- Embassy in Washington
and a senior Soviet countenntelli-

gence official in Moscow responsible for catching American
vies.
And in an apparent major
break for investigators. Ames'
wife, Rosario, began cooperating
with the government after she
and her husband were arrested
Monday, an official disclosed
Wednesday.
It was unclear how much light
she could shed on the extent of
damage caused by Ames' alleged
spying over nearly a decade, or
whether her assistance would be
useful mainly in buttressing the
case against her husband.
U.S. officials said they had
demanded in a number of contacts in Washington and Moscow
that Russia withdraw its intelligence officials who were directly
involved with Ames.
State Department spokesman
_Wits McCurry said them had
been no answer by Wednesday

night. "If they don't take action,
we will," White House press secretary Dec Dec Myers said.
President Clinton tried to strike
a balance between tough talk
about the spying and assurances
that the case won't disturb the
post -Cold War thaw in
U.S.-Russian relations.
Clinton characterized the case
as a very serious security breach.
but he said it did not "undermine
in any way shape or form the policy we have followed the last
year toward President (Boris)
Yeltsin and his government and
the forces of change in Russia."
"The relationship is bigger
than handling this espionage
case," McCurry told reporters.
While the United States is
demanding a serious response
from Moscow. he added, "We
have manifest interests that go far
▪ See Peg* 3

Luffmans' ministry continues Publisher sentenced
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
A small, hand -painted
memorial adorned with flowers
sits along side a charred dirt
embankment off a county road.
Shattered glass and small car
parts are more reminders of a
fiery crash that left three people
dead two months ago.
Just a few miles down the
road, many of those who were
affected by the holiday tragedy
continue to grieve.
Bryan and Carol Luffman,
directors of the Blood River
Baptist Church's bus ministry,
had just dropped off children
and were on their way to deliver Christmas presents when the
crash occurred. It was two days
before Christmas.
Carol's stepfather, Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy, is the church's
pastor.
The sudden loss of his stepdaughter and son-in-law has not
been easy to cope with, he said.

Publisher Bob Harrell appeared
in Calloway Circuit Court Wednesday morning for his re sentencing hearing. A new
12-member jury decided Harrell
should spend one year in the state
penitentiary for driving on a dealer's license to avoid paying vehicle tax in 1991.
Following Wednesday's verdict, Judge David Buckingham
told Harrell. 59, he would recom-

The editor/publisher of the
controversial "Tell It Like It Is"
newspaper was found guilty of
the charges in late 1991. Before
being sentenced, he reportedly
insulted the jury, which gave him
a five-year sentence without
probabtion.

The trial was appealed. The
appeallate court found the verdict
fair, but ordered a new sentencing hearing with new jurors citing
the maximum sentence for a class
D felony as extreme.
The hearing, which lasted nearly two hours, gave the new jury
an opportunity to hear the facts
of the case.
However, Harrell. who was
representing himself, attempted
to convicc the jury he was not
▪ See Page 2

Natcher: Record isn't easy
A memorial has been erected at the site of the tragic Dec. 22 bus
crash.
she never realized how intertwined her life was with her

"We're trusting in the Lord
to get us through this," Jerry
said.
Carol's mother, Martha, said

See Page 2

Homeowners face
higher tax values
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky homeowners are about
to get hit with higher property
taxes.
The reason is that the Kentucky Education Reform Act requires
all real estate to be assessed at
100 percent of true value by July
1.
For decades, most property
valuation administrators have
assessed homes at about 90 percent of their true value. State law
has allowed assessments to be
within 10 percent of what the
homes would actually sell for.
Keeping assessments low also
made political sense to PVAs,
who are elected officials.
The average assessment will
rise 12.8 percent — or $8,275
(from $64,506 to $72,781).
KERA's provisions have been
on the books since 1990, but
Kentucky PVAs have been moving toward 100 percent assessments at varying speeds. Billy
Whittaker of the state Revenue
Cabinet said a majority of the
120 counties will meet the July I

mend the one-year sentence be
probated.
"This is not a serious crime,"
Buckingham said. "It is not a
crime for which the defendant
will go to the penitentiary."

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP)
L.S. Rep. William Natcher, who
has answered every roll-call vote
in Congress for 40 years, tells
congressional newcomers that
they shouldn't aspire to perfect
voting records.
"It becomes a straitjacket, and
other things can be more important than missing a vote," the

More than 159,000 homeowners in Jefferson County will face
higher property taxes.

EVENTS

Another time. Natcher had to
pass up a chance to be at then.
President Jimmy Carter's side
when the president visited the
2nd District.

Once, Natcher took a taxi from
Louisville to Washington to cast
a vote when bad weather
canceled all flights. He also flew • See Page 14

speech tournament
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

Nancy Kerrigan (right) landed first place for her technical program
during Wednesday's Olympic women's figure skating competition.
After stumbling in a jump, rival skater Tonya Harding placed 10th. For
story. see page 8.

Instead of the two local speech
teams traveling across the state
for their district speech tournament, the tournament is coming
to them.
The National Forensic
League's District Tournament as
scheduled March 11-12 at Murray
State University.
"For Murray and Calloway
speech teams, it means our teams
won't have to spend money
traveling," said Calloway High
Coach Larry England. "Instead,
we will have about 500 to 600
people spending money for two
to three nights lodging, which
provides an economic boost."
Although most of the competition begins March 11, some students will begin competing
March 10 in Student Congress.
Other events include foreign
and domestic extemporaneous
speaking, oratory, dramatic interpretation of literature, humorous
interpretation of literature,
Lincoln-Douglas debate and polt

MEETINGS

•Murray State s Lady Racers put up a
baffle before falling to Kentucky 74-67 at
Racer Arena Wednesday night

o
• A forum ,5 scheduled to,
Thursday In Calloway County P-IrgP
Schools cafeteria The public fs invited
to attend the open discussion and
erpress opinions about school policies
arid education

Page 8

cy debate.
"These students represent the
best programs from around the
state," said Mark Etherton, Murray High coach.
England said hosting the tournament at Murray State is a way
to get people to come to western.
Kentucky.
"I feel this is breaking down
the prejudice that the state line
stops at Elizabethtown," he said.
"We arc getting them in this area
so they can sec that the tournament can be well run.
"In the past, we have had to
travel. Now, they can see what
we have to do," he said.
The district tournament is a
qualifier for the national tourna
mcnt in Kansas City, Mo., June
19-25.
"This is not a Murray High/
Calloway High venture," England
said. "Other coaches will come
together and run it. Murray State
is providing the rooms we need
in Faculty Hall and the departM See Page 14

BRIEFLY...

SPORTS

CONTENTS
•A Raise-the-Roof Dinner 4 Roast ts
scheduled for 630 pm Thursday on the
third floor of Murray State University s
Curns Center The cost is $20 per per
son The event is sponsored by the Mur
ray Woman s Club

home daily to be with his wife.
Virginia, when she was ill before
she died in 1991.

MSU to host district

Suspense Is Over

deadline.
But many counties have
needed a big push. Several years
ago, the Revenue Cabinet had to
take over the job in 26 mostly
rural counties where assessments
were way below full value, or
where property maps and records
were absent or in disarray.
Whittaker said Wednesday that
19 of the 26 counties have completed assessments for 1993. But
1993 notices for some of the 19
counties haven't even been sent
yet. If the cabinet gets caught up,
homeowners in some of the 26
counties may get both 1993 and
1994 tax assessments this year.
The latest Revenue Cabinet
data show that about 25 other
counties had residential assessments less than 90 percent of
full-cash value as of last fall. In
most cases, homeowners in those
counties can expect double-digit
assessment increases this year.

2nd District Democrat recently
told two first-term colleagues
from Kentucky.
Natcher admits it hasn't been
easy nor always pleasant in keeping his voting record intact.
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COME SEE
THE DR. JAMES DOBSON FILM
Parenting: The Young Child
With Discussion Leader:
Brenda Estes, Psychologist
at

First Christian Church
111 North 5th St.
This Sunday, Feb. 27 from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Sponsored By:
United We Stand America
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II Ministry...
FROM PAGE 1
daughter and son-in-law's.
"They were our best friends,"
she said.
Carol, 21. and Bryan. 23, had
been running the church's bus
ministry for 2'A years. With an
abundance or energy, the Luffmans expanded the ministry from
14 to 75 children.
The feeling of loss and emptiness is something that has not
gone away, Jerry said.
"There are constant memones," Jerry said. "Carol was my
stepdaughter. But, I loved her
more than life itself."
Carol spent much of her time
with her father working with the
ministry. Jerry said she often
accompanied him to nursing
homes and hospitals.
"She loved young and old
alike," he said.
An outpounng of support from
Calloway County and beyond has
helped comfort the family.
"People all over the nation are
praying for us," Jerry said. The
tragic death of the three people
made national news headlines.
Donations from across the
country have been sent to the
church, Jerry said.
In fact, the church received
enough contributions from other
churches, businesses and individuals to buy a new bus to replace
the one lost in the fire.
"We just want to say thank you
from the bottom of our hearts,"
Jerry said.
"But, that just seems so
inadequate," Martha added.
Buying a new bus was something for which Bryan had been
working. Now, the rear door of
the bus is marked with a special
memorial for the young couple
who met, fell in love and died on
a church bus.
Jerry said Bryan was one of
the "bus children." He and Carol
met and became friends through
the ministry. Eventually, they fell
in love and got married.
Together, they took over the bus
ministry.
The back door reads, "In memory of Bryan and Carol Luffman's Bus Ministry."
Martha said a friend, Gunner
Nance, came up with the idea of
dedicating the van.
"It was a high price to pay to
get a new van," Nance said.
•

Lamb's Small Engine
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Mon.-Sat.

•

•

Looking back to the events
prior to the Luffmans' death,
Martha is sure God gave her very
special gifts before she lost her
daughter.

STACEY CROOK/ledge, & Tenors praio
A new bus was purchased with donations from across the country.
The back door Is dedicated to the memory of Carol and Bryan Luttman, who died In a fiery crash when they were delivering Christmas
presents.
Carol had taken off work the
day she died to finish last-minute
details of the church's toy drive.
Martha said Carol was adamant
that each gift be wrapped because
"that was half the fun."
The Luffmans had painstakenly
collected gifts for each child. In
addition, the couple made sure
each parent got a small gift from
the child.
Martha said that same day Carol had received her grades from
Murray State liniveristy and
found out she had made the
Dean's List for the first time.
Ironically, Carol's grades
should have been held because
she had an unpaid parking ticket.
"God wanted her to know she
had made the Dean's List,"
Martha said.
Later that day, Martha and
Carol were driving around when
Carol, who loves rainbows, saw
one in the distance. Martha said
she thought it was odd because it
had not rained. In fact, it was a
very sunny day, she recalled.
Furthermore, Martha said she
got to spend 15 extra minutes
with her daughter and son-in-law
before they died because some of
the gifts to be delivered had not
arrived.
Before the two departed to
play Santa, Martha said Bryan
put his arm around Carol and
said, "Come on honey, let's go
make some people happy."
Services were already underway around 7 p.m. when the
Luffmans were hit head-on by a
drunk driver a few miles from the
church. The van burst into
flames.
Word spread quickly about the

accident. Martha said when she
heard there had been a wreck, she
knew Carol and Bryan were dead.
• • • •
Since that moment, several
lives have changed.
"I think through their deaths,
they probably touched more lives
than if they'd kept living," Jerry
said.
But, why?
Jerry said he does not know.
"We can ask why until the
Lord comes," he said. "He'll
reveal it to us on the last day."
Others who weretouched by
the Luffmans have made changes.
Martha said friends and relatives
have come forward and accepted
Christ. Still more have reaffirmed
their faith.
"God has touched lives through
this," Jerry said. "There's some
comfort in that. But, it doesn't
stop the hurt."
Jerry's son, Jimmy Norsworthy, and his wife, Shannon, have
taken over the bus ministry.
Martha said she too is making
changes. She has been checking
into the possibility of getting a
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
chapter in Calloway County.
The driver of the other vehicle,
Patricia Yearry, 42, of New Concord was intoxicated when the
crash occurred. According to
Kentucky State Police reports,
Yearry's blood alcohol content
was more than twice the legal
limit. Her vehicle apparently
crossed the center line on Ky.
444 and hit the bus head-on.
The Norsworthys agreed that it
has been more difficult to deal
with the crash because it could
have been avoided had one per-

son chosen not to drink.
"I've gotten through the anger
and the bitterness," Martha said.
"I realize that I have to speak
out."
Minh descnbed herself as a
quiet person. But, the deaths of
Carol and Bryan has changed
that.
-I've never been prejudiced
toward race, creed or color. But.
I've always been prejudiced toward alcohol because I've seen
what it does to kids," she said.
The New Concord area, where
most of the bus ministry's children are from, is one of the poorest pans of the county. Martha
said many of those children have
been adversely affected by alcohol in the home.
"I'd like to tell the public that
if they drink to please, please get
a designated driver so no other
mother and daddy have to go
through what we've gone
through," Jerry said.
• • • •
Children in the bus ministry
are still trying to deal with the
loss of the people so close to
them.
During the Wednesday evening
service, most of the children had
plenty of stories to tell about the
Luffmans.
Ten-year-old Daniel Smith
spoke quietly about his rides on
the church bus. He smiled while
relating a story about how Bryan
had finally taught a dog that
always chased the bus to stay
away.
"He'd make the van back fire
when we passed," Daniel said.
"One day when we came by, the
dog ran behind the house."
Daniel and the other children
said they desperately missed
Bryan and Carol.
Phrases such as "they were
always laughing and joking" or
"they
me to my birthday party"
h
were prevelant among the
children.
Almost every child had a story
to tell. But, just talking about the
young, energetic couple brought a
mixture of smiles and tears to
even younger faces.
Debbie Griffin, who teaches
one of the bible classes, said Carol's kindness made an impact on
everyone.
"She was always sending notes
to people," Griffin said. "One
Sunday I sang a song and she
sent me a note to say how much
she liked it."
"There are some big shoes to
be filled," Martha told the class.
can all start trying to do
that."

101 Industrial Road • Murray • 753-2925

•Publisher...

Check out our new items on
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FROM PAGE 1
guilty.
After he attempted to question
Murray Police Officer Mike
Jump, Buckingham recessed the
jury until Harrell reviewed what
is and is not acceptable questioning in a sentencing hearing.
"Don't hold that against him,
he is simply not aware of what is
and is not admissable," Buckingham told the jurors when court
resumed.
The judge advised Harrell that
he would not be allowed to call
witnesses to testify about guilt or
innocence. Jump cited Harrell for
driving on dealer's tags.
However, Buckingham said he
would be lenient when Harrell
presented his summary.
Harrell then took the stand to
testify about the facts leading up
to the charges. He contends he
had permission to have temporary
license tags on a car he bought.
He said County Clerk Teresa

Rushing told Harrell he could not
license the car without an odomoter reading, but she could issue
him temporary tags.
There was apparently some
confusion about the prior owner
of the vehicle, according to
Harrell.
He said there was no evidence
to support the theory he had procured a dealer's tag to avoid taxes, which totalled $30. He said
Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
Ward pursued the case because of
a personal vendetta.
Ward, who has repeatedly
denied such allegations, said very
little during the hearing. In fact,
he declined to make an opening
or closing statement to the jury.
Harrell continued by saying
Ward and Buckingham had
knowledge the charges were false
but did not reveal that
information.

"They're trying to shut down
the paper," he said.
The part-time auto-body
repairman told the Associated
Press his 5-year-old paper was
published in an effort to "expose
corruption on every level."
He said "Tell It Like It Is" h-as
a three-county (Calloway, Marshall and Trigg) circulation of
about 2,500, which caters to
"God-fearing people who distrust
the government and courts." It is
published in Henderson, where
Harrell now lives.
Harrell told the jury he had
spent approximately $30,000 to
fight the case, which amounted to
a 530 tax bill.
The Commonwealth originally
offered a plea bargain which
Ward said would have amended
the charges to a misdemeanor and
probated time. However, Harrell
said he refused the plea bargain

goof 1011, oft, other MIet

because he had not done anything
wrong.
During his closing statement,
Harrell said he thought the jury
was "between a rock and a hard
spot."
While insisting his was innocent, Harrell argued he should
not be put in prison. He pleaded
with the jury to consider
probation.
"This was not a violent act."
he said. "In fact, there was no
one except a corporate entity that
was involved in this."
After a 10-minute deliberation,
the jury asked the judge if Harrell
had served any time in jail on the
charges, which he had not.
About 10 minutes later, the
jury returned with a one-year sentence, the minimum penalty.
The original punishment was a
surprise to most people. After the
December, 1991, sentencing,
Buckingham said five years was
"outrageous". However, he indicated then that Harrell had
insulted the jury, which could
have led to the stiff sentence.
The Court of Appeals maintained that Ward made inflamatory statements in the courtroom
during the first sentencing, which
led the jury to return an unusually harsh sentence.
Harrell, who remains free on
bond, will be hack in Calloway
Circuit Court March II for final
sentenc ing.
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By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — U.N. peacekeepers reported today that fighting increased in parts of central
Bosnia, where a truce is to take
effect Fnday under a new accord
between Bosnia's Muslim -led
government and Croau.
The fighting intensified Wednesday at the same time the military leaders for the government
and Bosnian Croats were signing
the cease-fire agreement. There
are high hopes the truce will take
hold and add to the momentum
for an end to all fighting in the
former Yugoslav republic.
A U.N. spokesman, It. Col
Bill Aikman, said exchanges of
mortar and machine-gun fire
escalated near Vitez, a frequent
flashpoint between government
troops and Croat militiamen in
central Bosnia 35 miles northwest
of Sarajevo.
He said two U.N. aid convoys
came under fire near Gornji Vakuf, a town 40 miles west of the
capital that also is contested by
Croats and the government. British troops escorting the convoy
returned the fire, which appeared
to come from Croat positions.
Aikman said. There were no
reported injunes.
Previous cease-fire accords
have. quickly collapsed. But that
was before NATO's threat of air
strikes silenced Serb guns around
the capital, Sarajevo, and
increased diplomatic efforts to
end the 22-month war.
The truce is to start at noon
Friday and covers central Bosnia
and the city of Mostar and other
areas in the south where Muslims
and Croats have battled since
April. It was signed in Zagreb,
Croatia, following four hours of
talks Wednesday.

U.N. officials said a two-weekold cease-fire was holding in Sarajevo, despite scattered reports of
small-arms and machine-gun fire
in the Serb-held Grbavica district
and other areas.
Bosnian Serb trootts besieging
Sarajeso bowed to NATO's ultimatum to remove their heavy
weapons from around the city or
put them under U.N. control by
Monday.
But Serb gunners appeared to
be active elsewhere. Both Bos-

nian government and Croatian
radio reported heavy shelling of
the Muslim enclave of Maglaj, 50
miles north of Sarajaevo. Bosnian
radio said nine people were killed
and 26 wounded Wednesday
night.
Maglaj has been surrounded by
Serb and Croat forces for most of
the past year. No U.N. aid convoys have reached the town since
Oct. 25.
In Sarajevo, U.N. peacekeepers
checked more Serb gun positions

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
for Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up

in the snowy hills around the city
to enforce NATO's ultimatum.
"Clearly the cease-fire has
been honored and we are moving
ahead in a positive direction,"
Aikman said.
There were more calls to
extend the Sarajevo truce northeast to the government-held town
of Turla, where Serbs oppose
U.N. plans to reopen an airport
for aid flights.
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•Spying...
FROM PAGE 1
beyond this particular case."
In the Senate, Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas called for
a halt to aid to Moscow unless
the Russians cooperate in the
Ames prosecution and stop spy
activities in this country. "This
affair threatens the foundation of
our relationship with the new
republic of Russia," he said.
Sen. Dennis DeConcini, DAriz., chairman of the Senate
Intelligence Committee, and other
lawmakers joined in the call for
an aid freeze.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt..
chairman of the Senate appropriations subcommittee on foreign
assistance, said the Senate is not
scheduled to vote on aid to Russia for several months, but if it
were taken up today, "it
wouldn't pass."
McCurry rejected a suspension
of aid, saying that move would
thwart U.S. goals of helping Russia complete market reforms and
democratization.
Clinton suggested he was
reluctant to interrupt aid since
much goes to projects such as
disarming Russia's vast nuclear
weapons arsenal.
Deputy Secretary of State
Strobe Talbott, a Russia specialist, took a long view of the spying incident, saying it highlighted
a historical internal struggle "for
Russia's future and Russia's
soul."
Talbott's boss, Secretary of
State Warren Christopher, told
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee that Russia's "intelligence service may have changed
its name, but it's probably not
changed its method of operation.
So we need to be very vigilant."
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FROM OUR READERS
Good start on Pottertown project
Dear Editor:
The campaign to raise funds for the Pottertown Fire Station kicked off
on the cold, icy weekend of Feb. 15. However, that didn't affect the
warm giving spirit ofabout 80 contributors who,to date, have given over
$13000 of the $72,000 goal. These contributions range from $IO to
$2,500 and have included notes of appreciation on the plan to build and
equip not only the fire station, but a Pottertown Community Meeting
Room.
With the donation of the building site by Tom Watkins, which
included a septic field and water availability, the next step is to obtain
buds for the purchase and construction of the 40-by-60-foot steel
building. Upon completion of the station, the next contributions will go
toward updating the equipment of a fire truck already owned by
Calloway County Fire and Rescue. The third phase will be the
completion of the 34-by-24-foot Community Meeting Room.
Although a major objective of the campaign is to build and equip the
fire station to reduce household insurance rates by as much as 40 percent,
we cannot overlook the value of having fire equipment and trained
volunteers within minutes of our homes. The station will be large
enough to house a fully equipped pumper, a tanker and a water rescue
boat
The Calloway County Fire and Rescue District #2 Board of Trustees
and the Finance Campaign Committee urge the residents of the
Pottertown area and all interested parties to contribute to this worthwhile
project. Please direct any questions about contributions to Campaign
Co-Chairman Robert Aiken(436-2328)and David Whitney(436-5638).
Special Gifts Chairman Robert Swift (436-5862) or Wildcat One Stop
store(436-5051). Donation forms are available at the Wildcat One Stop
or from committee members.
Stuart Conover, Trustee
Fire District #2 Board
Route 5, Box 757 Murray
Telephone: 436-5344

Heart organizations not the same

1

In danger of losing $1.2 million
There is no doubt that Blackburn Science Building is in need
of improvements.
What is hard to understand is
why that project was overlooked
by Gov. Jones when he began
tinkenng with his higher education budget.
It will have been a year in May
that Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of
the College of Science,
announced to the board of regents
that the National Science Foundation had approved a S1.2 million
grant for renovating Blackburn's
research facilities.
The catch? Murray State has to
come up with matching funds to
land the money.
The CHE moved Blackburn to
the top of MSU's capital projects
list because of the grant. Sources
say that historically the Governor
adopts the first project listed for
each university and incorporates
it into his budget.
It was a shock when Blackburn
didn't make his proposed budget
especially when MSU was
assured of having half the project
already funded. What wasn't so
shocking by the end was that
MSU received no state project
funds in the Governor's plan.
It is hard to know the status of
the Blackburn project in Frankfort. The legislators, if they know
anything, aren't talking. The feeling is that they will wait until the
dust clears from other budget cuts
to see if the project can be added
then.
I don't know what our hopes
arc for private fundraising as the
Regional Special Events Center
campaign winds down. I don't
know if individual departments in
the College of Science conduct
private fund raising efforts
among alumni.
I know every year Dr. Bob

on beton: I do know that Kentuckians have memories like elephants and we never forget
anything
Even something that goes back
as far as 1922.
That seems especially true in
the Jackson Purchase.
• • • •
McGaughey doesn't hesitate to
call everyone in my newsroom
for a yearly donation to the
Department of Journalism. (No,
Dix, I haven't forgotten my
pledge. The check is in the mail.)
I'm not sure what the next step
is. Let me know if anyone does. I
do know one thing.
It would be a shame to lose a
$1.2 million grant.
• • • •
The engineering school saga
continues. Last Sunday I started
reading an article in the CourierJournal and had to rub my eyes
because I thought I was reading a
story about Murray instead of
Louisville. The situation being
reported was so familiar.
University of Louisville President Donald Swain is lobbying
against a proposal to give an
extra $500,000 a year to University of Kentucky's College of
Engineering. U of L's Speed Scientific School would get nothing.
Jones is proposing an extra
$500,000 a year for UK as part of
his expressed intention to make
that engineering program one of
the best in the country.
Swain feels that money represents a death knell for U of L's
program.
In the story, Louisville's
Chamber of Commerce chairman
agreed with Swain.
Larry Leatherman was quoted
as saying,"The Speed School is a

very valuable resource. I would
hate to sec any signal coming
from the Governor that it's going
to be diminished in any way, visa-vis UK."
UK President Charles
Wethington feels differently —
no news flash there.
"I think there has been at least
some understanding between colleges and universities that we do
not advocate against another
school's programs. I hope it does
not become a situation where
either one of us is advocating
against appropriations for the
other."
This is the same guy who
insists that it is beyond MSU's
mission statement to offer engineering education to Western
Kentucky.
Nothing like sticking together.
• • • •
It is hard not to look at both
these situations and wonder if
some old grudges are being played out or if I am just paranoid.
The strong feelings both in
Paducah and the adament,
uncompromising position of the
Governor indicate that our recent
problems are rooted in a much
deeper past of slights, resentments, missed opportunities, misunderstandings and probably
angry words.
1 have only been back in Murray for the last year and a half so
I don't know what all has gone

The local United We Stand
chapter received a reply from the
Attorney General's office.
Chairman David Roos wrote a
letter requesting that the AG's
office make regular reports on the
status of its investigation into the
Calloway County Clerk's office.
The AG and the Kentucky State
Police have been investigating
that office since November when
a state audit revealed that over
$200,000 was missing during a
surprise cash count in August.
Two days later those funds
were replaced by Clerk Teresa
Rushing. She has denied any
wrongdoing.
Ed Mercer, director of the
AG's special investigations division, answered the Roos letter on
Feb. 9.
"I am sure you realiz.e that this
is a complex investigation. It has
been constantly conducted since
it was referred to this office in
November. It is still being conducted. Until we complete all
phases of our investigation and
are ready to go to a grand jury,
there will be no releases of information or other statements."
I don't know about Roos or his
membership, but I'm not surprised by that answer. The Ledger has been given that same
response every week since
November.
But that doesn't stop us from
calling.

Dear Editor:
There is some confusion within our community that warrants
clarification. An organization called Heart Support of America is
soliciting funds in our communities. The problem is that many of our
residents do not realize that the donations made to this "sound alike"
organization do not support the mission of the Amencan Heart
Association. The Heart Support of America has no local volunteer base.
For nearly 30 years, each February has been named American Heart
Month by presidential proclamation. And for even more years
volunteers have walked their blocks during February collecting
donations and distributing educational material for the American Heart
Association. This year Heart Support of America is also soliciting during
February.
The American Heart Association takes great pride in the work it
accomplishes through the efforts of more than 25,000 volunteers across
Kentucky. The American Heart Association is committed to funding
cardiovascular research and education, with less than 20 percent of
Kentucky Affiliate expenses going toward administration and fund
raising costs.
Heart Support of America,on the other hand, admits unusually high
administrative and fund raising costs of 70 percent. They admit their
educational efforts are in disseminating information in fund raising
appeals.
There is no connection between the American Heart Association and
Heart Support of America. Yet we have received a number of inquiries
and want to caution anyone receiving solicitations to closely scrutinize
the organization before giving.
Jerry Lacy, M.D., President
American Heart Association, Kentucky Affiliate
333 Guthrie Street Suite 207, Louisville

Lifting of embargo betrays vets
Dear Editor:
President Clinton has lifted the trade embargo on Vietnam. We
expected this from him but not Senators Ford and McConnell, who voted
"yes" to lift the embargo. Why?
On March 6 there will be a candlelight service for CWO William
Milliner, a Vietnam POW that was for sale in 1989. The source was
turned back by our government, and money was not paid. Services:
Louisville, Kentucky. Details (502) 895-8291.
POW/MIA Rolling Thunder Rally VII is scheduled for Memonal Day
in Washington, D.C., with a large group going through Kentucky on
May 25. We expect 120,000-plus motorcycles (vehicles welcome) in
D.C. Call (606) 674-6799.
Our oil companies, businesses, and government will be doing
business with a country that denies their fellow countrymen their human
rights. To do business with them until they treat their people better and
account for POWs who were known alive after 1973 is a slap in the face
of every veteran who ever fought for this country.
President Clinton and Senators Ford and McConnell should look in
Webster's at the words freedom, honor, and trust - then look in a mirror
and hold their heads down in shame. They have betrayed America and
Kentucky.
Danny Belcher, Chairman
Task Force Omega of Kentucky
Preston 40366

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to hmit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to Letter to the Editor,, Murray Ledger
Times, P0 Box 11540, Murray, KY 42071.

I RIBLICLY REPUDIATE BROTHER KHALIVS MEAN.Vi LE. VICIOUS,MALICIOUS
SPEECH ABOUT 114E MEAN ,VILE,VICIOUS, MALICIOUS \JOU•KNOW-WHOS.

T-Kay-0 in Texas
They never laid a glove on her. In
fact, when the opening bell sounded
in the trial of Texas Republican Sen.
Kay Bailey Hutchison on specious
allegations that she used state personnel to conduct personal business
when she was state treasurer, Travis
County District Attorney Ronnie
Earle didn't even answer the bell. He
stayed on his stool and threw in the
towel. Decision: Hutchison by a
technical knockout
Hutchison's acquittal on direct
order of Judge John F. Onion Jr.
followed the judge's repeated refusal to say whether he would allow
evidence seized in a legally questionable raid on the State Treasurer's
office to be admitted as evidence.
The acquittal — some woulft
vindication — of Hutchison has
transforrned her from a formidable
political force in Texas to a national
celebrity. It could also revitalize the
national Republican Party, which
desperately needs a new face.
Hutchison proved she has brains,
guts and, as her ordeal demonstrated, a lot of class.
"They thought the lady would
crack," she said after the acquittal.
She didn't even appear to sweat.

much less cry. She refused the
martyr role some might have assigned her. She wanted victory and
nothing less — and that is what she
got
No one was more surprised than
Hutchison and her attorney that the
trial ended before it began. One
factor may have been Earle's reluctance to proceed given reports that
slme personal records of Texas
Gcv. Ann Richards, a Democrat.
%vele turned over to the judge with
the prospect they might be released
during the trial. It was also reported
that some of Richards' telephone
records had been destroyed, which
was one of the charges brought
against Hutchison. Did Richards
pass the word to her protege Ronnie
Earle to call off the judicial attack
dogs? Stranger things have hap-

pened in Texas politics and
jurisprudence.
Hutchison told me, "The people
are turned off by those who want to
use the jury box to replace the ballot
box." And she indicated she may
use her re-election campaign to
"clean out Austin and clean up
corruption in politics. The people
won't stand for these kinds of dirty
tricks." With voters' low level trust
of politicians, Hutchison may have
captured a campaign theme that
Republicans can use in this year's
House and Senate races, especially
with Whitewater and Madison Savings continuing to dominate the
headlines.
The Hutchison trial, which Texas
Democrats thought would shoot
down the freshman senator's
meteroic rise, has instead inlet:led

her with political steroids. She will
return to Washington a conquering
heroine and a force to be reckoned
with. Texas Democrats didn't just
shoot themselves in the foot with
this ill-conceived scheme — they
may have vaporized their party in
the Male.
With both Hutchison and senior
Sen. Phil Gramm representing
Texas as Republicans, Ann Richards is the only big-name Democrat who still clings tentatively to
statewide power. But the governors
mansion may soon look like the
Alamo as Republicans — from
George W. Bush, who is challenging Richards for governor, to an
anticipated smashing re-election bid
chison — ride roughshod
forHgcm
over
Poor old Lyndon Johnson must
be spinning in his grave. LBJ knew
how to twist arms and get his
cronies to do what benefited hum
and his party. But these modem
Democrats can't even stand and
light.
Nobody's going to be deriding
Hutchison as "the greck girl" anymore. More like Wonder Woman.
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ARTS
Parker wins pre-college
piano concerto competition

)n
t Ken tut.like dcforget

Melody Parker of Murray. a
junior at Calloway County High
School, woo the 1994 Murray State
University Pre-College Piano Concerto Compeuuon on Saturday.
Feb. 5, at Farrell Recital Hall.
Parker, a piano student of Dorothy Mason who maintains a pnvate
studio in Murray, is the 16 year old
daughter of Sam and Janie Parker of
Murray. She won the competition
performing the first movement of
Mozart's "Concerto No. 17 an G
Major, K. 453." The award for the
competition included a first place
trophy and a music scholarship offer
to Murray State.
Parker is an honor roll student,
member of the Beta Club, Co-Ed Y
Club, and Future Business Leaders
of Amenca. She is also a junior of
the Westwood 4-H Club and active
in the Youth Group at University
Church of Christ.
Parker began studying the Suzuki
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World-famous tuba
player to perform

hand,Method with Mason at age
five. Recently, she was named the
winner of the Bowling GreenWestern Young Artists Concerto
Competition, and performed with
the symphony orchestra in Bowling
Green for the Valentine Pops Concen on Feb. 14. She also won the
Paducah Symphony Concerto Contest Piano Division on Jan. 29
Parker has been invited to perform
For the Paducah Symphony on
March 5.
Other performing pianists in the
competition include Jenifer Carlson
of Murray, student of Dr. Stephen
Brown; Kenna Miller of Princeton.
student of Pat Scott; and Felecia
Stith of Battletown, student of
Grace Baugh-Bennett.
Judge for the 1994 competition
was Marie Taylor, chair of the
keyboard unit at Murray Stale. Dr.
Richard Scott of the MSU keyboard
unit was coordinator of the event.

Tuba or not tuba That was never
a question for Harvey Phillips.
Phillips, widely regarded as the
best tuba player in the world, will
perform with the Murray State University Wind Ensemble on Friday,
Feb. 25. The concert, in conjunction with the 46th annual QuadState Senior High Band Festival,
will be held at 8 p.m. in Loveu
Auditorium on the Murray State
campus.
Phillips. also known as the Tuba
Santa, founded such events as Tuba
Christmas,Tuba Easter. Os:tubafest,
which features mass ensembles of
whims, has drawn audiences of
nearly 25,000 at Rockfeller Center.

HARVEY PHILLIPS

of the
ons diviletter on

pus."

Also featured in the concert is Joe
VanFleet, a senior trumpet player
from Paducah SL
Mary High
School and this year's Quad-State
Soloist of the Year. ‘'anFleet will
perform the "Carnival of Venice"
variations with the wind ensemble.
Tickets for the wind ensemble
concert are $3 for adults and $2 for
Murray Stale students and children
under 12. Tickets may be purchased
at the .door
-
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Two Murray High students
win young artist contest
piano version. Ryan has been
Pianist Melody Parker and alto
playing the saxophone five years.
saxophonist Ryan Cunningham,
His high school music teachers John
high school students from Murray,
Stroube and Beth Stribling and his
are the winners of the Paducah
private saxophone teacher is Scott
Symphony Orchestra's 1994 Young
Erickson, who plays principal oboe
Artist Competition for high school
in the Orchestra.
students. They perform with the
The March 5th concert, at 8:15
Symphony on its March 5th concert.
p.m., in Symphony Hall in Paducah,
In addition, each will receive a
will begin with the Overture to the
$250 cash award. The competition
opera Tancredi, one of the many
attracted talented student musicians
from western Kentucky and south- exciting "openers" written by
ern Illinois.
Gioacchino Rossini. After this
Melody Parker, who received an
selection, Parker and Cunningham
will perform with the Orchestra.
honorable mention in the piano
division of the competition last They will play from memory, which
was one of the requirements of the
year, is an I 1 th grade student at
Calloway County High School. She Competition.
has studied piano for eleven years
On the second half of the program
and her teacher is Dorothy Mason, will be Ludwig van Beethoven's
of Murray, who is also the harpist in Symphony No. 3, the "Eroca." The
the Orchestra. The work Melody composition was originally dediplayed to win her division, and cated to Napoleon and Beethoven
which she will perform with the planned to call it the 'Grand SymOrchestra, is Mozart's Concerto No. phony entitled Bonaparte'. How17 in G Major, first movement. ever, Beethoven tore up the dedicaRyan Cunningham,a 10th grader tion of the piece when he learned
at Murray High School, won the Napoleon had declared himself
orchestral instrument division play- Emperor.
ing the second and third movements
Ticket reservations can be made
of Milhaud's Scaramouche, a work by calling 444-0065 or toll-free 1perhaps beuer known in its two- 800-738-3727.

Over 3 Million Dollar Inventory

Storewide Savings of *300Io to *60% and more
Broyhill • Thomasville • La-Z-Boy • Lane • Sealy • and more!
'Benton Only'l

Just a few examples of savings you will find
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A-1 GUTTERS
Fib. 24
Art Lecture — internationally-known
fiber artist Michael James, free at 7
p m in room 423 of the Eagle Gallery
Fob. 25
Concert -- Wind Ensemble, admission
charged Begins at 8 pm rn Loven
Auditorium
Fob.27
Guest Recital — Paul Taylor, free at
3 30 p m in Farrell Recital Hall
Fob. 28 through March 27
Photography Show -- 16th annual
Magic Silber Show, free at Eagle Gal
lery Hours Mon/Wed/Fri
8 a m to
6 p m TuestThurs — 8 a m to 7 30
pm Sat- lOam to 4 pmSun— I
to 4 p m
March I
Art Exhiba -- Opening of 'Scouting
Through the Eyes of an Illustrator and
Illustrating Scouting'admission at the
National Scouting Museum
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March 7
Meeting
Camera Club tree at 7
pm at Calloway County Public
Library

Quality Work
at a fair price.

Bedroom Closeouts

3

4

5

6

- Vinyl Siding

CALL
753-7020

30 Sofa & Love Seat,
Broyhill Traditional Floral
Retail $1849 NOW $899
Elerrion1

21 Bedroom Suite, Ashley
Retail $1099 NOW $699 31 Sofas, Closeouts, Many
•
,1
Styles & Colors-Over 50

Sofa & Love Seat,
17 Zenith TVs & VCRs,
Wall Bed
27. Thomasville
1.9
Traditional Floral
Closeouts
Piece
Dealer
Cost
Regular
Retail $1599 NOW $498
Retail $3775 Now $1510
IBI•noor,1

9

All Wood Dinette Table
& 4 Chairs
NOW $278

18 Sofa & Love Seat
28. Bar Stools. Solid Wood
Broyhill, Plaid
up to 70% off
Retail $1995 NOW $999
Poducah)

10. Contemporary Bedroom
19 Odd Chairs
Retail to $599
Suite
as low as
Retail $899 NOW S398

37. Rattan Floral Sectional
Lane Venture
Retail $3499 NOW $1688
38. Lawyer's Bookcase,
Athens Oak
Retail $499 NOW $297

Paloc a/11
29 Dining Room Odd Chairs
39. Recliner, Thomasville,
Retail to $399 NOW $29
Pop-up Blue
While 34 last
Retail $949 NOW $379

898
Come In And Ask For Your Specific Number Selection
'All merchandise subject to prior sale
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HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY
Friday
Night
til 8:00
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'Lifetime Guarantee'
FREE ESTIMATES

$399

8

..111/1001

- Replacement Windows

20 Bedroom Suites
Retails to $899 NOW

12. Swivel Rocker, Coil
Spring, Many Colors
1/2 Price
Dining Room Closeouts
NOW $198 22 Dining Room, Cochrane
32 Wing Back Chairs
Oak
Solid
50-60% off
Many Styles & Colors
13. Dining Room, Broyhill
Retail $3999 NOW $1998
NOW $198
Recliners La-Z-Boy
Table & Chairs & China,
Lane
Traditional Cherry Finish
Pc..
Chrome5
Dinette,
33
23 Bedroom Suite,
craft, Brass & Glass
as low as $198
Retail $2298 NOW $988
Broyhill, Oak
Retail $749 NOW $348
Retail $2049 NOW $998
Lane Reclining Sofa &
Occasional
14.
Closeout
Love Seat, Lodge Look
34 3 Piece Table Group
Tables
24 Night Stands
Thomasville
Retail $289 NOW $1449
as low as $48 each
as low as $44
Retail $1989 NOW $588
Odd Love Seats
'5 Closeout Sealy Mattresses
35. Double Reclining Love
25. Appliance Closeouts
60-70% off
& Box Springs
Seat, La-Z-Boy
Below
Dealer
Costs
&
NOW 60% off
as low as $188
13emon
Retail $999 NOW $598
16. Plaid Sofa Barclay
26. Microwave Space Saver
Day Beds with Mattress
with Vent, Whirlpool
36. China, Maple Finish
& Link Springs
Retail $879 NOW $398
rPackacat9
Retail $799 NOW $298
Retail $999 NOW $488
NOW $198

- Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

11. Sofa & Love Seat, Broyhill,
Green Plaid
Retail $2599 NOW S1488

50-60% off

7
Peeters, and Anton Reicha.
Featured on the program will be:
Marie Taylor, piano; Robert Barefield, baritone; Tara Emge, French
horn and John Reickhoff, Ferich
horn. Dr. Charlotte Beahan,associate professor of History, will be the
recital commentator. The recital is
free and open to the public.

Thomasville Bedroom
& Living Room

40-50% off

Dressler to present recital
On March 6th at 3:30 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Building on the campus of
Murray State University, Dr. John
Dressler, associate professor of
Music, will present a faculty recital
on the Fench horn.
His program will include works
J.S. Bach, Joseph Haydn,for

NEW! No wait
Pre-Approved
• Instant Credit
Hotline
Call for details
• Paducah 442-4455
Benton 527-7258

AI&
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ANT ZLEARANC

Rigiy 9:00.80Q

MELODY PARKER AND RYAN CUNNINGHAM

us from

deriding
girl" anyWoman.

Phillips'career highlights include
time spent as the principal tuba
player with the Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Circus Band, the
New York City Ballet, the New
York City Opera and the Band of
America.

Phillips, professor of musk: at
Indiana University, will present
clinics, master classes and a session
with the jazz bands while in Murray
We are extremely excited that
Harvey will be appearing with us,"
said Dennis Johnson, Murray State's
director of bands and orchestra and
conductor of the Wind Ensemble
"Our students and the Quad-State
Band will benefit greatly from having this consummate artist on cam-
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Benton, KY
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TODAY
LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
Thanks go to Randy Tucker for
taking the time to stop and help
when the bookmobile was
stranded last week.
• • • •
It,, about time for us to renew
our magazine subscriptions for
the coming year. Every year we
look at each magazine to see if
it's getting enough use to justify
keeping it. Expensive magazines
have to show a lot more use than
cheap ones do. Last year, we subscribed to Science to see if anyone would use it. No dice. It set

on the shelf like a highly educated bock. So, this year it gets
the ax.
Were going keep Time, Newsweek. People and National Geographic. Everything else is liable
to be canceled, unless you come
in and let us know what you like.
We want to get the most value
for your tax dollar and subscribing to magazines that no one
reads is NOT the way to do it.
TELL US WHAT YOU WANT!
• • • •
We've just gotten in a copy of
Clint Eastwood's Academy
Award winning film, The
Unforgi yen.

CORRECTION
Ms.Brenda Estes was incorrectly identified as Dr.
Brenda Estes and Derrell Smothers name was
misspelled in our ad of Feb. 16, 17 & 19.
Sorry for any inconvenience this may have
caused.

First Christian Church

C.721;Ma4.1tgeie.1
flowers 6.gifts
Pitons
502•753.0553
502•753-3909

B
9!

Hours: 7a•7p Mon •grt.
Ip•5p Sae. ter Sun.

204

South 4th

Strut

Blue Chips

On Deadly
Ground (I?)

Starts 2 18

Starts 218

1:30 3:40 7:05 9:15

1:30 3:30 7:20 9:20

Girl- 2'Pc)

1:30 3:30 7:10 9:10

Blank Check (PG1
1:30 3:20 7:15 9:05

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

My

A drunken cowboy cuts up a
prostitute in a small Wyoming
town. The rest of the town's
prostitutes put out a contract on
the cowboy and two down-on their-luck outlaws pick up their
guns for one last killing.
This isn't the west of John
Wayne and John Ford. It's a cold,
muddy, lonely place where sleeping under the stars isn't near the
fun it's made out to be. Poverty,
booze and stupidity are a lot
more common than heroism and
none of these cowboys ever even
THOUGHT about picking up a
guitar and singing.
If you watch The Unforgiven
while waiting for John Wayne to
ride in and blast the bad guys out
of the saddle, you'll go to sleep.
If you watch it thoughtfully with
Shane and High Noon in mind,
you will be rewarded with one of
the best westerns you've ever
seen. See it and decide for
yourself.
The Unforgiven is rated ''R"
for language, violence and brief
sexuality. I mention it because
one of our regular patrons asked
about what she considered harsh
language in another of our video
tapes. We recognimthat there arc.
different opinions in our community about what is acceptable
and appropriate in films. We
respect that difference and we try
to buy a wide enough range of
materials to suit most of our patrons. The movies that we have
are either unrated or have their
ratings marked clearly on them.
If you check out a movie and you
are offended by the language or
subject material, turn it off.
Here's something that's NOT
rated "R": Red Skelton's Christ-

Ace Ventura:
Hard Target
Rookie of the Year
The Coneheada
Open 11 a.m.. to II p.m.

Pet Detective (PG13)
1:30 3:15 7:00 9:00

SELBY,
COMFORT FLEX
In a rough and tumble world it helps
to be flexible. That's why Selby has
designed the cushiony. all-day
comfort and flexibility in our greatlooking Comfort Flex shoes

GALAXY
Mailable in Black Patent/Kid
White Pearlized Kid

JO'S DATEBOOK

mas Jollies. It's a great holiday
tape from one of the funniest men
in show business.
• • • •
The Easter edition of Ideals
magazine is in this week. As
always it's filled with lots of
poetry and short essays appropriate to the season. I'm sure you
would enjoy it. Also, Danielle
Steel's Accident has just arrived
in Large Print.
• • • •
The book sale is still on. Come
on down and find a bargain in
recycled books.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Heart Fund events planned
A Dance for Heart event will be Saturday, Feb. 26. from 8:30 to 101
a.m. at Woodmen of the World building. This will include step aerobics with Pam Thomas as instructor and refreshments. The cost will be
S2 per session with donations to go to American Heart Association.
On Sunday, Feb. 27, the Heart Sunday Residential Campaign will
! begin with registration at I p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. Volunteers will be canvassing the city delivenng educational
materials and collecting donations for the American Heart
Association.

Bucket Brigade at MSU game
The First Bucket Bngadc for "Pennies For the Park" will take place
Saturday, Feb. 26, at Murray State University basketball game with
Austin Peay at Racer Arena. Members of MSU fraternities and sororities will be passing around buckets at halftime seeking your pennies
and more to help restore Murray-Calloway County Park System. This
special project is being sponsored by Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club.

Calvary Temple plans photo session
Calvary Temple Church on U.S. Highway 641 South will sponsor a
photo session by Keepsake Studio on Saturday, Feb. 26. In this fund
raiser for the church, an 11 x 14 family photo will cost 55. For more
information call 753-9029 or 759-4659 after 5 p.m.

Tom Fetike

Alphas will meet Saturday

Music events
planned here
this weekend

The Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday, Feb. 26, at 10 a.m, at the club house. "Literacy" will be the program to be presented by Donna McCoy. Hostesses will be Joyce
McKee!, Alice Kocnccke, Frances Brown and Sally Livesay. Cecilia
Brock, department chairman, urges all members to attend this
meeting.

The Music Ministry of First
Baptist Church, Murray, will conduct its annual Composer's
Weekend on Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 26 and 27. Tom Fettke,
leading composer and arranger
for today's contemporary Christian Church, will be the guest
musician.
Fettke will conduct a
workshop/rehearsal for the Sanctuary Choir of the church on
Saturday, and then conduct the
worship service on Sunday at
10:45 a.m.
The guest musician holds
degrees from Oakland City College and California State University at Hayward. He holds i California Lifetime Music Credential
in Secondary Music.
For a number of years. Feukc
taught vocal music in California's
public school systems He was a
church choir director ana'minister
of music for over 30 years. His
last position was Director of
Music at the Danville Evaangclical Free Church in Danville,
Calif. He was also Dircuor of
Choral Activities and Supervisor
of Music for Redwood Christian
School System.
Fettke is in considerable
demand as a guest conductor, clinician and workshop leader. He is
also a composer, arrangecr and
producer of music and recordings
for the contemporary. Christian
church. His classic choral work,
"The Majesty and Glory of Your
Name" is sung by thousands of
church and school choirs
throughout the world.
Fettke and his wife, Jan, reside
in Brentwood, Tenn. They have
two married sons and five
grandchildren.
Steve Littlefield, minister of
music, and Dr. Greg Earwood,
church pastor, invite the public to
attend the Sunday morning service to hear Fettke.

Need Line needs pantry items
Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, said items are
needed for the pantry to help fill the food baskets given to clients.
-Items needed include powdered milk, dry cereal, oatmeal, canned
meats, peanut butter, hand soap and toilet paper. These may be taken
to the Need Line office on bottom floor of Weaks Community Center
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call
751-NEED.

Crystal Ball on Saturday
The annual Crystal Ball will be Saturday, Feb. 26, from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Cuff's Center Ballroom, Murray State University. This
event is being sponsored by Thurmans' School of Dance, Murray. A
floor show will be featured. The cost will be S14 per person. Tickets
are available in advance or may be purchased at the door. For information call 753-5950.

Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni will meet
Pi Kappa Alpha Kentucky Lake Alumni Association will meet
Saturday, Feb. 26, at 9 a.m. at Holiday Inn. Murray. All area Pikes are
, invited and urged to attend.

Shower for Cathey family Saturday
A household shower for David and Mary Ann Cathey and their two
children, J. Douglas, 3, and Clifton Robert, two weeks, will be Saturday, Feb. 26, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Calloway County FireRescue Building on East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
Murray. The Cathei family lost their home by fire early Monday
, morning. David is a member of the Fire-Rescue Squad and drove the
truck to the fire at the house on Highway 893 at Browns Grove. No
, one was home when the fire occurred as Mrs. Cathey and the children
! were at her family's home near Paducah. The shower is being sponsored by the Ladies Auxiliary of the Fire-Rescue Squad. For more
information call 753-0137 after 5 p.m.

Turnbow will give talk on Saturday
Cindi Turnbow of C & C Nursery, Murray, will speak and demonstrate "Dividing Perennial Flowers" on Saturday, Feb. 26, at 1 p.m. at
, Calloway County Public Library. This special event will be on the
'lawn of the library, weather permitting. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Hospital Retirees will meet Monday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, Feb. 28, at 6 p.m. for a dinner meeting at Sirloin Stockade. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and
former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640
or Lowe Brandon at 753-3517

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good

0

American Heart Association

$69.00

DIVINE
Available in Real Navy Kid
Cream Kid

Matching Handbags Available for Both Styles

glagHTS
COURT SQUARE

Agency Manager, Kay

T

Broach; Agent, Bob Cornetist,

•City & County Coverage
•Farm Owner •Home Owner •Auto
•Life •Blue Cross •Retirement
•Business •Long Term Care

753-4703
310 South 4th St.

•

Murray, Ky.

Selections is pleased to
announce that
Mandi Outland,
bride-elect of
Darryl Sittig
has joined our bridal registry by choosing her china
by Noritake.
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dirielaad Or. • °wawa St
753-111/106
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Feb. 27
Murray Planning Commission,S
p m !City Hall
irurray City Council misisting/7 30
p m city Hail
'Evolution or Creation- lecture by
John Clark of Berton Mo sponsored
y West Murray Church of Christ/7 30
p m /Barkley Room. Gums Center
Murray Stat• University Into 753-4935
"Raise the Roof gala program spon.
wed by Murray Woman s Club 6 30
p m 'Gums Center ballroom Murray
Stale University
Calloway County High School Open
Forum and Site-based Decision Making meetin9/7 p m /school cafeteria
East Calloway Elementary School
PTO/7 p m /school
Breastteeding Class for expectant
parents and interested grandparents
1-3 pm -Calloway County Health Can
tarInfo,753-3381
Bridge Club 01 Murray/7 pm .,Vreaks
Community Center (use rear
entrance) Public invited
Zeta Department of Murray Woman s
Clutx1 pm ,club house Note change
in time
Chapter SO of Disabled American
Veteransr7 p m 'Legion Hall
Hazel Centeropen 10 am •2 pm for
senior citizens activities
Weak. Center-open 8 a m .4 p m for
senior citizens' activities
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p
Stockade
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Murray Courtsquare
8 30-11 30 a m arid 1230-3 pm
Compassionate Friends,7 30
pm /board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info/762-1274 or
498-8324
Prepared Childbirth Class '7
p m /Education unit:Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Purchase Area Albania for Mentally
30 pm /Lourdes Hospital Paducah Info/Phyllis Dale Gibbs/435-4138

)K
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)aerobwill be
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tie Umrational
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Friday, Feb. 25
Weeks Center open 8 a m -4 pm for
senior citizens activities
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers-1 pm ,American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Map* Murray info 753-8136 or 435-4314
Main Street Youth Center 205 North
Fourth St :open 6-11 p m Info/
753-TEEN
Calloway County High School Homecoming Varsity Boys and Gels basketball teams host Hickman County
seniors
Queen crowning 6 p m
basketball players and cheerleaders
honored between games
Bingo sponsored by Shrine's 7
p m "National Guard Armory, cancelled
tonight

Friday, Feb. 25
Murray High School Varsity Basket
ball BOO and Gins Teams play at Fu,
ton County 6 p in
Senior Adult Fellowship of Firs!
United Methodist Church.1 pm
Memorial Baptist Church Youtt.
BroomBall party 30 pm
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Bible Study Croup:7
pm
Country Dancer7 30 p m Hard,
Community Center
elite Dancing for members only 8
p m Murray Moose Lodge
Bingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora
Action Group..7 p m ,Wishing Wei
Public invited
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open 8 30 a m to 12 10 p m and 1 30
to 4 30 p m
Murray State University Wind
Ensemble Concert 8 pm Lovett Auo.
tontorium. MSU Admission $5

EVOLUTION
OR
CREATION
Another Look At The Evidence

A Special Lecture By
John Clark -- Belton, MO
What is the nature and limitation of
science?
-* Has the Theory of Evolution been
scientifically proven?
-4 Do fossils really support the Theory of
Evolution?

**.

-) What are the real issues involved in the
Creation/Evolution controversy?

Melissa Ryan
bride-elect of
Kurt Keeslar
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry
CARLIE MARIE KUEHL celebrated
her first birthday on Tuesday. Feb.
22. She is the daughter of Ella and
Troy Kuehl and the sister of
Mason. Also joining the celebration were her grandparents. Jim
and Lydia Pulley.

Thursday, February 24, 7:30 p.m.
Barkley Room in the
Curris Center,
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Pier1 imports
km.,ur Iwo

Question Session Following The Lecture

i.

1211511 Chestnut • 753-1851

For Information Call: 753-4935

BEL-AIR CENTER

ms are
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canned
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Center
ion call

p.m. to
y. This
nay. A
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r infor-

Thursday, Feb. 24
Murray High School Gins Basketball
team hosts Carlisle County
TOPS KY 8469 meeting weigh.in 6
p m and program/7 p m 'Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Christian Singles Group:7 pm :at
800 North 20th St . Murray IntoJoan
759-1345 or Richard. 759-99941
First Presbyterian Church events
include Lenten Bible Study/7 p m
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study 4 30 pm
SI. Leo Catholic Church events
include RCIA '7 pm
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Outd9 am and 3 p m
Narcotics Anonymous/1 30 p m./S•
John Episcopal Church. Info'
753-0781
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn...7 30 p m Farm Bureau Building
Pans Info:Kenna' Broach 753-3580
AA and Al-Anon closed meeongstil
p in 'Senior Citizens Center Benton
Racer Athletic Association
meeting 5 30 p in •Pagliai s
Lecture by internationally known fiber artist Michael James/7 pm /Room
423. Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University
Quad State Senior High Band/Murray
State University Info. 762-4288
Video Conference from PBS-Curd
Auditorium, Collins Center. Murray
State University Infor762-2160
Wrather West Kentucky Museum"
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 pm and 1 30
to 4 30 pm Admission free
Friday, Feb. 25
Murray'Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired Federal Employees'll 30 a m 'Sirloin
Stockade
Parkinson's Support Group
meeting 2 p m 'private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info, 762-1100
Hazel Centeropen 10 a m.-2 p.m. for
senior otiens. activities.
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Taste A Little Tenderness!

1

Murray Laundry Center

Our Weekend Feature:
7 oz. Ribeye

Del-Air Center between Storey's & Murray Sewing

Washers

75c

Per Load

Selected
Patterns
In-Stock

Dry Cbeaning • Coln Op-Laundry • Alterations

II meet
Ikes are ,

=nc
Laundry Service .".;
lb.
Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun. 9 a.m.-11 p.m
759-2570
Owner: Kathy Coleman

eir two
Satury Fire-

With Soup, Salad
& Buffet

$799

WALLPAPER
Stop By Today!

Street,
donday
[we the
iye. No
hildren
sponr more

Try our delicious food items.
•Candles .1mporled Chocolates •Sauces •Jelltes .Much Mote

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

cmonsp.m. at
on the
ms are

a
:
%Via
FAINTS

Am"Aizi/

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Family Steak House

759-4979 • Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray

753-5679

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 11
Bel-Air ('enter, Murray

Lumber&Build"
Prices Good Thru March I, 1994

Hospiat Sir:Ts and
2-8640

Prices Good Thru Sunday

Various
Colors,
Lengths
& Widths

SEARS
MURRAY • KENTUCKY

<132:11Ew
10% off

p rii

•-2,1

Shelf Boards,
Standards & Brackets

CRAFTSPARN//

KOHLER
NZ
NM

• Protected for resistance to
scuffs, stains & wear
• Extra durable
• Limited I year warranty

Mixes 20 to 60 lbs in minutes

Cement Mixer
to

116

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390

Ina

- Your Horne Investment Compan,y Since 1884 Monday-Friday 730-8; Saturday (t--4
011errey Otero Only! • Other Leeettowei Beeson•Lake Coy
Date 1Prieee Good'
•••••••• •

Many, Many More In Stock
Bel-Air Shopping Center
912 South 12th
Murray, KY

• Kohler Command OHV engine
• Mulch discharge or bag ibagger extra,
without changing blade
• 6 speed vertex's fender shift
• Infinite height adiustments

25485

Hours.
Mon.-Set. 8:30-6:00
Sunday 1-4

a
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SPORTS
Foul shots
push Cats
to victory
over Vols
By TOM SHARP
AP Sports Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP),.,—
This time, Kentucky won with
the right guy at the foul line.
Travis Ford, Jared Prickett
and Gimel Martinez — and
their combined 28 points a
game — were at home in Lexington, serving a one-game suspension for putting the wrong
player at the foul line Saturday
at Vanderbilt.
Wednesday, the right guy for
the Cats was Rodrick Rhodes,
who scored all 13 of his points
from the foul line, including the
Cats' last seven, in a 77-73
Southeastern Conference victory over Tennessee.
"I thought we could win, but
the likelihood was not good,"
said Wildcat coach Rick Pitino.
Rhodes' play most of the
night was not helping the likelihood much. With his 14.5-point
average, he was a reasonable
candidate to pick up some of
the scoring left behind in Lexington. But with less than five
minutes to play he had just
three points.
He made up for it by canning
10 of 12 free throws in the last
4:53.
"I think we all feel terrible
about those three young men
back home because we know
how big a part of the team they
are," Pitino said. "All we
wanted to do was win the game
for them so they would not
have a lot of burden on their
shoulders."
The three can breathe a sigh ,
of relief and get on with their
business thanks to Tony Delk
i21 points), Andre Riddick (18 •
points), some strong bench
play, and Rhodes.
"That was a good job of concentration on his part. We
fouled him hoping he'd miss
somc. free throws, but he
seemed to knock down every
one," Tennessee guard Ed Gray
said.
Rhodes' late foul-shooting
was just the end of a Kentucky
comeback from 14 points down
early in the second half.
See Page 9

Nancy inspires Tonya muffs
Kerrigan first;
Harding 10th
By WENDY E. LANE
AP Sports Writer
HAMAR, Norway (AP) —
Gone was the terrified young
woman who wailed, "Why mc?
Why now?" as she crumpled in
pain. In her place was a confident
athlete who told herself before
she went on the icc: "This is it.
This is the Olympics."
With one cathartic performance, before a sell-out crowd
wildly cheering her every spin
and jump, Nancy Kerrigan chased

memories of the assault that
severely bruised her knee seven
long weeks ago, silenced those
who doubted her guts and showed
up Tonya Harding by virtue of
pure skill.
What came out of Kerrigan on
Wednesday night was the performance of her life. It was more
than enough to put her ahead of
world champion Oksana Baiul of
Ukraine, who was second, and
European champion Surya Bonaly of France, who was third heading into the free skate, worth
two-thirds of the total score.
Two-time Olympic champion
/Catarina Witt was sixth.
Harding, whose ex-husband
admitted he plotted the attack on
Kerrigan in Detroit, was out of

NANCY KERRIGAN
the running, in 10th place after
muffing two jumps
There would be no mistakes
when Kerngan skated — and no

If she felt it, the audience felt
it more. Even Harding, tucked
away in a VIP booth above the
ice, gave in to the moment and
applauded politely.
When it was over, armfuls of
flowers cascaded onto the ice,
and Kemgan beamed. Her coach,
Evy Scotvold, leaped in the air,
then gave her a bearhug as hundreds of American flags waved in
the stands.
The bronze medalist at the
1992 Olympics was nearly perfect. She hit everything, from a
double flip to dizzying spins. A
thunderous roar greeted her
marks, which included six 5.9s.
Seven judges'had her first.
Kerrigan had made their job easy

2

"Before I went out I felt a
little too calm, I think," she said.
"I've been skating so well, I was
just so confident. I think I needed
a little bit more nerves.
"As I stepped out there, I felt
it. I was ready."
• See Page 9

Energy deficiency
costs Lady Racers
Murray St. falls to UK 74-67
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

MARK YOUNGledger & Tures photo

Murray State senior Jennifer Parker drives past Kentucky's Stephanie Baker in the first half of Wednesday
night's game at Racer Arena. Murray State led by as many as four points in the second half before falling
74-67. Parker had 21 points.

were just trying to go in there
and play LSU basketball. We
weren't trying to do anything
fancy."
Rozier, who scored only one
point in a loss to Temple on Sunday, took a dunk off an allcy-oop
pass from De.luan Wheat during a
decisive 12-0 run in the second
half.
"I think we were mad from the
get-go," Rozier said of Louisville's performance. "We didn't
like losing. We wanted to get
back on track."
LSU shot only 34 percent from
the field and committed 16 turnovers against Louisville (21-4).
"It was a disappointment,•"
said LSU coach Dale Brown.
"We couldn't keep it close at the
end. We can make few mistakes
because we don't have much size
or quickness."
Ceasar led LSU with 17 points.
LSU, trailing 37-30 at halftime, closed to 39-34 on a baseline jumper by Roman Roubtchenko. But Dwayne Morton,
who finished with 20 points, then
ignited Louisville's 12-0 run with
a 3-pointer from the right wing.
Rozier finished the run with a
dunk off a half-court pass from
Tick Rogers for a 51-34 lead with
14:11 remaining.
"I don't think we hit the open
shot like we should have, and
they did," said LSU guard Ronnie Henderson, who had IS
points_

the last six minutes we'd let
down," said Lady Racer junior
Rechelle Cadwell. "I don't know
why."
Kentucky took control of the
first half, leading by as many as
18. Murray State aided the deficit, shooting just 28 percent (7 of
25) from the field and 47 percent
from the free throw line.
Trailing 40-23 at the break,
Murray State came out of the
locker room to prove a point.
"I thought before the game we
were really nervous," said senior
Allison Gallimore, finishing with
14 points. "We had nothing to
lose, but then we heard that
someone (student) was making
bets on how much we were going
to lose."
Murray State needed just eight
minutes in the second half to turn
UK's spotlight into a train at the
end of a tunnel.
Beginning with Jennifer Parker's steal and layup, Murray State
outscored Kentucky 26-5 to take
a 49-45 lead with 12:16
remaining.
"We made a helluva run in the
second half," said Fields. "We
were down seventeen and Holy

Many of the 1,500 fans —
mostly girls' high school basketball players and coaches from
around the area — came to see
the University of Kentucky.
But a funny thing happened
during the Lady Kats' basketball
exhibition in Racer Arena.
With 6:19 left in the game,
Murray State led 59-58. Then, a
funny thing happened on the way
to a Lady Racer upset.
Kentucky (15-10) went on a
10-0 run over the next two
minutes to escape Murray with a
74-67 win.
"The last six minutes we were
just happy to be close," said Lady
Racer head coach Eddie Fields.
"I'm begging them and you'd
hope we'll be full of energy. I
don't know if we were tired or
what."
Murray State (6-18) enjoyed its
best 14 minutes of basketball this
season in the second half, erasing
a I7-point halftime deficit and
taking a four-point lead with
12:16 to play. Then, as always
seems to happen this season, the
final run wasn't there.
"It seems like all year long
we'd be tied or ahead and then • See Page 9

Val-less Calloway falls 72-41

Rozier, Morton run
Louisville past LSU
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With Clifford Roller and Dwayne
Morton feeling better, so is No.
13 Louisville.
Rozier, who has been bothered
a lower back injury, scored 23
points and pulled down 15
rebounds in helping the Cardinals
snap a two-game losing streak by
overwhelming slumping LSU
82-64.
"He was ready," said Louisville coach Denny Crum. "No
question. He makes a difference
in our team. If we don't have
Cliff in there we don't have much
of an inside game."
Rozier also picked the Cardinals up in other ways.
"Cliff challenged us tonight,"
said freshman forward Jason
Osborne, who had 11 points and
12 rebounds. "I'm not going to
give you the details. This is just
one game. We want to continue
to play hard and keep our intensity level up."
Morton, who had been hobbled
by a sprained ankle, hit all four
of his 3-point shots in finishing
with 20 points.
"Dwayne and Cliff both
bounced back from their injuries
and played real well," Crum
said. "It's the first time both
played that well together in
awhile. Coming off injuries, that
was a real plus for us."
It was the fifth straight loss for
LSU (11-12).
"It's not frustrating anymore,"
Ceasar said of the skid. "We

trace of the nerves that caused
her to finish third in Albertville
and bomb at last year's world
championships. Now she is eager
to skate for the gold on Friday
night.
"I've never been so confident
and so ready to do a long program," she said.
Dressed in an understated
black and white costume, Kerngan was smooth, graceful and,
most of all, in control during the
technical program.

Third quarter
sinks Lakers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times

NNW

VALERIE SHELTON

CLINTON — It was pretty
easy to find where Calloway
County went wrong in Wednesday's garlic at Hickman County.
The Lady Lakers, playing
without Valerie Shelton because
of back spasms, were outscored
26-6 in the third quarter Wednesday, letting a five-point halftime
deficit swell to 25 by the end of
the period, and suffered a 72-41
loss to the Lady Falcons.
Calloway even managed to

Hickman Co. 72, CALLOWAY 41
HICKMAN CO
it al 54 — 72
CALLOWAY CO.
it 22 22 — It
NICAIIAN CO. (72)
Wanl 20 Stems it (Aaron 16 Shake 7,044,nolt 5.
Pyle 4 Clot 2 TOTALS FGA 25-53 Th110-001/It
-3 iSteersi F-T-A 21.21 Fleboo. 43 Record
CAU.OWAY CO. (41)
Bucy 9 Witenan 9. Being, t °won't 5 %Jab..
5 WC.. 4 MAY. 2, Lode 1 Grua Joh..
kUnola, Ng. Taw& Sot (Sweden TOTALS FGA
14.54 Three-pont 3-12 (Bony) FT-A 1020
Flebounts 25 %too,4 144

come to within three points twice
in the third before Jessica Ward
and Melissa Spears went to work
for Hickman County.
"We got it to 30-27 early in the
third, but then the roof fell in on
us," Calloway coach Peter
O'Rourke said. "Spears and Ward
had a field day, and Molly Wisehart got in foul trouble."
Hickman County led 19-13

after one quarter and 28-23 at
halftime, but after Calloway's
disastrous third period, the Lady
Falcons' lead stood at 54-29.
Wisehart and Vanessa Bucy
each had nine points to lead the
Lady Lakers, who shot a miserable 24 percent from the field (14
of 58), three of 12 from threepoint range and 10 of 20 at the
free throw line.
Ward topped Hickman County
with 20 points while Spears
added 18 and Tanika Martin contributed 16. The Lady Falcons
were 25 of 53 from the outside,
one of three from three-point
range and 21 of 28 from the fret
throw stripe, while outrebounding
Calloway 43-25.
• See Page 9

SEMO falls 83-61 at No.6 Missouri
Shumate pleased
with big paycheck
COLUMBIA, Mo.(AP) — For
the second straight game, Melvin
Booker was a dud in the first half
and Superman in the second.
"I guess that's a new theme
for me," said Booker, who made
up for a slow start with 17 points
in No. 6 Missouri's 83-61 victory
over Southeast Missouri State on
Wednesday night.
Booker scored 24 of his 32
points in the second half of Mis-

souri's 81-74 victory over Kansas
on Sunday to clinch a share of
the Big Eight title. He had no
points against Southeast Missouri, missing his first three shots,
before hitting a 3-pointer from
beyond NBA range at the halftime buzzer to put Missouri
ahead 39-26.
He then scored Missouri's first
eight points of the second half,
hitting a 3-pointer, rolling in a
shot after a steal by Paul O'Liney
and hitting another 3-pointer with
18:25 to go to cap an 18-2 run
that made it 47-27.
It was the final non-conference

game for the Tigers (21-2), who
resume Big Eight play Saturday
when Oklahoma visits.
Southeast Missouri (9-15) cut
the gap to 53-42 when Mike
Crain hit from the baseline with
10:57 to go to cap a 9-0 run, but
Missouri scored the next 13
points.
Jermall Morgan led Southeast
Missouri with 13 points. Crain
and Curtis Shelton, who went
4-for-7 from 3-point range, added
12 apiece.
Southeast Missouri coach Ron
Shumate was at least consoled by

a nice paycheck for showing up
as a designated loss.
"This game certainly helps our
program financially," Shumate
said. "Come in, get your butt
kicked and 'take home S25,000.
It's a good experience for
student-athletes."
Missouri had runs of 9-0, 10-0
and 9-2 in the first half. Southeast Missouri led 5-2 early after a
tip-in by Luther Bonds and a
3-pointer by Shelton with 19:03
to go.
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Smoke, we start shooting better
and rebounding better and ICS a
game."
Parker, leading Murray SUlle
with 21 points, scored 13 points
in the Lady Racer run.
Kentucky, shooting 31 percent
in the second half, fought back to
tie the game at 51-51 with 11:24
left. The two teams traded the
lead over the next three minutes
before Gallimore's layup put
Murray up 59-58.
Kentucky's Christina Jansen
hit two free throws to make it

felt
eked
.! the
and
Is of

60-59, and Kayla Campbell put
Kentucky up 62-59 with 4 25 to
play when Fields called time out

girls.
Kentucky, starting a front line
of 6-foot-4, 6-2 and 5-11,
Kentucky's 10-0 run put them enjoyed a 27-16 rebounding edge
up 68-59 and Parker had just two in the first half. Murray State's
5-9 corps won the battle of the
points in the final three minutes
boards in the second half, as
-They did a good job of deny- Kentucky edged them 48-44 for
ing her (Parker) the ball," Fields the game.
said of Kentucky's swarming
Melissa Shelton scored 15
defense late in the game
points in the game and Cadwell
finished with 12 points and a
—The intensity picked up tregame-high nine rebounds.
mendously," continued the first"1 think we needed a morale
year coach -They started pressing full-court and getting after us, boost going into Saturday and
Monday's games," said Cadwell,
and they were able to rest some
referring to the upcoming Ohio
Valley Conference games.
Murray State, which meets
Austin Peay on Saturday and UTMartin on Monday, needs to win
their final two OVC games to
Witt skated beautifully to
qualify for the conference tourna"Robin Hood.'' Dressed liked
ment in Nashville.
Robin himself, she began as If
Going into Wednesday's game,
shooting an arrow, then soared Fields was worried
about the
through a relatively easy but non-conference
distraction the
quite enjoyable routine the crowd Kentucky game could represent.
loved.
"All we were trying to do was
"I gave my best and that's play well and get some carry over
said.
she
me,"
what counts for
into Saturday's game," said
"The audience was on my side Fields, who's looking at a 2-12
and that's what's most mark in the OVC. "That goal was
important''
accomplished. Our confidence
Even Witt, with her skating tri- should be sky high."
bute to the memory of war-torn
Saturday's game, also Senior
Sarajevo, won't be able to draw Day, will tip off at 1 p.m. in Racthe world's attention from Kern- er Arena. Parker, Shelton and
gan.
Gallimore will be honored.

•Nancy inspires...

MICA,

air,
huned in

FROM PAGE 8
by outskating the sylph-like Baiul
and the spunky Bonaly and erasing any notion she might get —
or need — a sympathy vote.
Skating much earlier in the
evening. Harding had the support
of the crowd if not their sympathy. Two banners — "Frank
Loves You Tonya" and "Go For
the Gold Tonya" — provided
inspiration.
Wearing her trademark gold
blades, Harding repeatedly
pumped her fists as she warmed
up. As she stepped on the ice, she
put her hands together in prayer
and gazed heavenward. But her
performance was uninspiring.
After going to court -to keep
herself on the Olympic team, her
medal dreams ended quickly.
Harding interrupted her opening
jump combination by taking a
step between her triple lutz and
double toe loop, then failed to
hold her landing on a double flip.
She still plans to go for her
trademark triple axel, which no
other woman in the competition
will attempt, in Friday's free
skate.
"I have nothing to lose here
and everything to gain," Harding
said.
Harding became all but forgotten once the other medal contenders took the ice.
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turn
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"We had a good shot at them at
halftime, but the third quarter
buried us," O'Rourke said. "We
shot the ball badly and they beat
us on the boards. But we played
bad down there last year and then
beat them for the regional championship, so maybe they remembered that."
The Lady Lakers will have a
chance to redeem themselves
when they meet Hickman County
again Friday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium in the regular-season
finale.

ParkState
take
2:16
n the
"We
Holy

SCOREBOARD

"I'm almost as proud 01 this
team as I was for our 31-point
comeback at LSU," Pitino said.
"Offensively we were stymied.
We didn't have a sub at the four
and five positions. We had some
scary combinations out there."
Also, with Rhodes, Walter
McCarty and Riddick playing
with four fouls by the end, Pitino
said, "I thought we might end up
with five guards out there."
If the combinations were scary
to Pain°, they were hardly less
worrisome to Vol coach Wade
Houston.
"This was a game that really
concerned me, because if you win
a game like this you're supposed
to win it, and if you lose it people think you don't play well
because they don't have all their
players," he said. "On the other
hand you're playing against Ton)
Dclk, Rodrick Rhodes, Andre
Riddick. I mean, those guys are
really outstanding basketball
players."
Kentucky (21-5, 10-3 Southeastern Conference) also got two
big 3-point baskets from freshman Anthony Epps, and 11 points
in 30 solid minutes from Jell
Brassow.
"Anthony Epps gave us a huge
lift," Pitino said. "His defense
was outstanding and he made the
big shots."

SPECIAL
AGENT

The Insurance Center
of Murray

i

Bob Cornelison

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
lkib is indeed special to the farm
Bureau Insurance Companies.

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355
r.

PRO BASKETBALL

NAPA
Boats with inboard
or Outboard Motors

Ills 1993 individual production
was in the TOP 1LIV of our
3,700-agent national sales force.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

EASTERN CONFERENCE
*tenet Dewier
W L Pct.
36 6 692
New Torii
Orlando
31 20 608
Warn
27 25 519
27 25 519
New ..erriey
20 33 377
Boston
20 33 377
Ptetedebnia
16 37 302
Washington
Gerrit* Division
36 18 INN
Atlanta
36 16 MN
29 24 547
Zrd
26 25 510
means
23 28 451
Charon*
15 31 283
Mere.
13 39 256
DOW
WESTERN CONFERENCE
liodereme Demon
W L Pct.
37 13 740
RapsIon
San Antonio
30 IS 772
Ulan
35 19 64
Denver
25 27 491
lAnnesota
16 36 294
7 46 132
Deltas
PeaIlk Ohne.
37 14 725
Seethe
34 16 680
Otaierem
Portland
32 21 604
31 21 596
Gowen State
19 37 360
LA Lean
18 34 346
Sacramento
17 14 333
LA Clippers
Wedniineday's Game
Hew Jersey 1% Phladelphia 102
Cleveland 106, Washington 96
Ortareo 103 Indere 99
Atlanta NI, Serie 92
Chcego 123. Golden 57.1is 100
homer 102. Boston 94
Utah 106 San Antonio 102, 207
P40940 121 16 Clews 112
Thursday'. Deem
DRIB. at Chanorta. 630 pm
Phosee at kennesota, 7 p III
New Vali at Income. 7 pm
A Laken at Sacramento, 930 p17,

STARTING

GB

9
9
164
164
226
7.4
174
214
23
08
4
77,5
22'n
316
26
6
6',
174
196
20

EAST
kronur u II Od Oarsman 77 01
Colette 72. Gant GonnerRon SI 56
,ehgn 91. lebyene 14
Varthaiun 64. Loyola hip II
Penn Si 89 ices 60
Syracuse 91 Solon 07.4 69
104104
Awes,. 66. TONTIMEMEM SI 62
Benunie-Cookmen 90 Cent 70044 65
capon SI 86. N Carolina 697 51
Duke 84 Fend. St 72
E Tennessee St 75 W Cambria 73
Fat Carolina 81 Fectunond 77
Grgrge um. 65 *Mara 9 Mary 78
Kortadry 77. Tway.. 73
l0,,$4418 62. LS.1 64
Mluestecei 77. Vendetta, 72 OT
lAsessece Si 73 Senn Ceram 72
N Gamin. Sr 79 Meryland 71
N C •Wiirnington loo. James Maeson 83
SE Lou... M. Granting SI 75
SW Lornarana 73. Noe Oneens 69
Tr, Cnarteriooga 78 Forman 68
MIDWEST
Bat Si 74 Akron 68
Bowing Green 79 Com Michigan 64
Bradley 78 Lore. 1 65
Kent 70. Mar,. Oleo 68
1417879 63 Oaron 58
McNeal, St 85 lenneeota 68
Ma'am 83 SE ISesourl 61
7440ree14 96 Aeneas 87
Roan Caimans BO None Dante 71
000 492 E Mangan tr2
Purdue 95 ONo St 65
5 lencee 97 14 ewe 94
St CORM 70 Cinemas 67
Toledo 79, W Monroe, 73
Tau 89 Wichita St 51
V. Common...an 79, %ewer. Cato 76
SOUTHWEST
Iowa Si 96 Oklanowis 82
Rice 93. Baylor DI
Texas Mkt 86, Tomas c5469.Of
•
Tech 74, Oral Roben8
Term-Peri Amencen 65 ANtartess_SL en

MARINE RV
BATTE E

$2995*
03260—

1 p.m.
4 p m.

If you like doing business with a
"Special Agent"...call 753-4703
and ASK FOR BOB!

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

FARM BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
I.R.A.s
ANNUITIES

Also,every fan in attendance will receive a free 1994 Farmer's
Almanac, compliments of your local
MART

MINIT

24 HOU

DAYS 753-5273

WRECKER
SERVICE

492-8219 or 753-1833 NIGHTS

Trolling Motors, Motor Homes,
Fish Finders

•

ALL WORK 100%
GUARANTEED

*REPAIRS ON ALL
MAKES AND MODELS

*THE MOST MODERN
SHOP IN THE AREA

Parker Ford would like to welcome Joe E.
Thornton, the new body shop manager. Joe
has been in the auto repair business for 25
years. He owned and operated Thornton Body
Shop and Wrecker Service for 12 years.
Joe and his wife Marilyn, a customer
service representative at Murray Cablevision
live in Murray and have two children, La Jeanne Thornton and Jill Harned.

Fits Most Garden
Tractors 165 CCS S
'GROUP U1-14 08221
•
954
14
vad•

rata.

We've Got the Right Plug For You!
Napa has complete coverage
for all your spark plug needs

Joe Thornton
Body Shop Manager

OUTMOAMO MOTON APPLICATIONS
.),A SCOOTER CHRYSLER CARRON ErOw I F.. I
F ARMS* EXPLORER FORCES RO•Ork JORIrwr,
MnIC
MITE Of NISSAN
araRavaR raraCurav
naDARO MARINE SEA GAG KAM SPIRIT 07717.91
`44.44 rowrarSu 90400 PERIM WET MEMO roes.
MARIN! INBOARD IENOINEM:
MA RICAN CHALLENGER MN 111ENNILE,CRRYILER Cause/ea IrIAOSP•s=
PENT•
41,RnIE AMR GAIC IRINFRIAL NOT

"You 4
Will Be Satisfied"
wane JET SF oNOTAFP

Murray Auto
Parts
1300 N. 12th St • 753-4424
Neer.

Lady Racers
Men's Game
The game is sponsored by
The York Family of

LAWN & GARDEN1
TRACTOR BATTERY

Details at Participating
NAPA Stores.

10-0
iouthifter a
Ind a
19:03

Racer Areda/Cutchin Fieldhouse

5195* Zr

Die cast 10-posrhon bracket adiusts
to any transom angle Clamp mount
makes attachment and removal easy
Telescoping handle *Nth speed
control Four fohvard Speeds 1 7 lbs
of thrust Requires 12,018 battery

butt
i,000.
for

Saturday, February 26
'Senior Day"

Bob has been a 101' It. winner
three times since 1990.

..111 Wadi I5er,Orbalt0

Minn Kota Electric
Trolling Motor

mate

Murray State vs. Austin Peay

NAPA

08240'—'-

REGISTER TO WIN!

OUE

frequently drowned out the home
crowd from then on
It was an emotional effort by
Kentucky, which had only eight
players on hand "There's a lot
of tired people in that dressing
room," Pitino said
Ford and Prickett had started
every game this year. and Martinet averages 18 minutes a game
off the bench.
"I'm sure they were cheenng
as hard as they could because if
we had lost a lot of people would
have second-guessed coach's
decision, but how all that's put
behind us and we don't have to
worry about it anymore." Bras.
sow said.

DEEP CYCLE

$4495*
SO AMP

MIR—
.
SOON
,F

g up

Tennessee (5-18, 2-lIt was led
by Cortez Barnes with 20 points.
including six 3-pointers. and
Steve Hamer with 18.
The Vols were within two
points twice in the List 40 seconds, but each time Rhodes
stretched the lead back to four
with a pair of free throws.
Tennessee opened the second
half with a 9-2 run and held the
biggest lead of the game at
44-30.
The margin was nine points
when a pair of 3s by Brassow and
Delk pulled the Wildcats to within 48-45 and energized the thousands of Kentucky fans who
made the trip to Knoxville. They
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FORD
MERCURY

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN

701 Main St.

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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CLASSIFIED
TO run AS 49

AS SEEN ON T V

753-1916
DEADLINES

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
50 E•Pt5.ENCE
at E DE

Deadflan are 2 days le
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Adeertasers an regiiested
or diet the fire larertka
of deer ads for my error.
Murray Ledger & TIN
/Ma rapiatibir for eery
O05 lemma lasertica.
Any error sboald be re.
ported bareteltatrly ie con
realms can be made.

ALLIANCE

Aterce MALIN TRANNG OW.
*MIMIC.if

g!

'

1-800-334-1203
OPEN Piva Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Wed Pizza salads
hot sandwiches gyros 8
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800 649 31304

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310
A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE Scandna
von, European South
American Japanese High
School Exchange Students
arriving August Become a
host family AISE Call Elizabeth (502) 782 2861 or
1 800 SIBLING

PAYING more than $1 850
per month tor nursing home
care" You re paying too
much private pay facility
yOU choose doctor hospital pharmacy TN has $250
rebate monthly, your cost
then $1 600 Puryear Nuts
ing Home Puryear, TN
38251 901 247 3205

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Amerika Thni Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive poacy pays tor
Skied Interinedate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicates new pale
bras lot coninernent
Nursing Home frau(
since a more important
than ever
For fres
Information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
tors cori- seivoi
A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE Scandina
von German high school
students arriving in August
Become a host family Call
AMERICAN INTERCULTURAL STUDENT EX
CHANGE 1-800 SIBLING
EVOLUTION OR CREA
TION" Another look at the
evidence April 24 7 30pm,
Barkley Room in the Curtis
Center . ktSU For InfOtrna
bon call 753-4935
MONEY SOURCES For
start up businesses
growth development expansion Inventory lever
age buyout etc We also
pay caSh for your mon
gage (502) 492-8542

It's time to start
thinking
about
mowing
your
yard.
Ca//

753-8107

Wayne's
Lawn Service

PIu
Every

489-2342

Tuesday Night at 7:00
iCioors Open al 6 00l

Free Estimates
Reasonable Rates

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road South to So
Hale Road right on So Hato Road lie male
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

025
Personals

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Amino., Second Car

TtUgly Duckling

Cfacmaimmo
Locations Coast to Coast

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DO you need a GED" Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a sold
career" We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full tune high
school students Call
753 9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00am 3 00prn
We we an EOE This proled is funded by the Western Kentucky Pnvab In
dLestry Council-JTPA
DRIVERS Act is adding
new trucks, good pay ben
°fits, home frequently rider
plan. 25yrs old 2yr OTR
experience Call KY 'IN
800 320-4228

DRIVERS Top opportuni
ties for owner operators in
three beets Relocawon Sevices Blankeherap and
High Value Pro:kcal Out
standing tractor purchase
program avail Tullman-fres
training or neap drners
North American Van Lines
800-348 2147, Dept
DA 23
EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail Start now,
no experience, free supplies, free information. no
tregabon send SASE to
Likerre. Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs. Texas 76623
EARN up to $3 COOrrno processing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502 560-1962
JERRY'S Custom Kikhen
Cabinets is now accepeng
applicator's for wood wort
ens finishers 8 irestallers
Prefer experience 409
Sunbury, behind Bunny
Bread Murray

LETS TOUR AMERICA
seeks sales represents
DRIVERS JB HUNT offers trees who can turn cold calls
more More Money. More
into cash Two years print
Opportunity, More Time
sales experience necesHome Don't Delay. Call
sary Only serious candiTodayl 1 800 845 2197JB
dates who enjoy traveling 8
HUNT THE BEST RUN
selling need apply Re,
FOR THE MONEY EOE.
sumes to Let s Tour
Subtect to Drug Screen
America, PO Box 639.
DRIVERS Midwest Shor- Bardstown, KY 40004
thaul and OTR Opportuni
agency
ties'-No slip seating home LOCAL insurance
customer
weekly in shorthaul excel- has opening for
with
lent payibenefits BUR- service representatrve
ex
LINGTON MOTOR CAR- property and casualty
Secte
preferred
penance
RIERS 1 803-JOIN BMC
tanal and computer skills
EOE
helpful Fringes include
DRIVERS Over the Road. eight paid holidays single
conventional equipment health file and dsabeity
flats *Sides 1 year expen
insurance and two weeks
ence required Start 27 34 paid vacation after one
Benefits Call year Salary commensuCPM
800 444 6648
rate with experience Send
resume to PO Box 1040 E.
pipefitteri Murray KY 42071
NEEDED
Welders, MINerghts, Insulators. Electrons. Tank DRIVERS Start $ 24 $ 26
Builders Decatur, Ill Area
Raises to S 30 Home of
Ins . teni Assigned conventials
Haelth
VAC/401K/1-foldays. EOE Free medical dental
Drug Screen Contact' $1000 tarp bonus $500
Steve Laverty Tel
saftey bonus Paid vaca316-378•4401 or Fax Re- tion Rebrement $300 wkly
Fax
to
sume
during Flatbed training
316-378-3900 A-LERT HORNADY TRUCK LINE
CORPORATION
1 800.648-9664

FAST REFUNDS

MEET nice singles w
names, phone S's Down
Home Introductions
615 235-5000

IRS Electronic Filing — $25.00
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.00

HALErs AUTO SALES
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIREarn up to
ING
$2 000."no working on
cruise ships or land IOUT
companies World travel
(Hawaii Memo Cam bean I Summer and full &
tirne employment available
No expenence necessary
For more information cal
1 706 354 6900 est 0910
24hrs

LONELY" To meet singles
n your area All ages Contact Loaa USA 2342 Uni
varsity Station Murray KY
42071 3301

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

LOST dog or viCanity of An
derson Shores, Pekingese
redish 'brown 474-0107

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

OM
Help
Wanted

Murray State University
Boar Test Sale
at the Exposition Center
Murray, KY

Mon., Feb. 28, 1994
Soundness Scoring
at 5:30 p.m. (est)
Sale Starts at 7:30 p.m. (est)
Local and Out-of-State Producers
For More Information Contact:
Kevin Smith
Department of Agriculture
(502) 762-2093

BURIAL INSURANCE
AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

AVAILABLE THRU

Hasonabry good health and can
yOu at.
answer no to a i.e queshons you may ouately lea
cJieternid rasa Rolm ant a be. monthly a/Owed
ram at
apse is. $4030 polar
MALE

FEMALE

*9° SC)

afr ss
ass 80
No,IS
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kW 'S
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McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY,

E

sos svc•moas bliONAT.

Hefts
Foadeldespe

Help
WNW

Nabs

ISOM

KY

L sew 71441811
Sesemersde IOU 818111
41191114114

ACCEPTING applications
USA Union 76 Must be
able to work weekends
753 7333
ACCEPTING applications
for management Apply in
person k4cDonald's in Murray EOE kt/FilifiV
$SAVON$$ Help pay your
holiday bills' Earn
$200 $2000imonth Sell
where & when you like Its
not lust door to door anymore 1-800 388-6311,
1 800 288 6311
AVON Representatives urgently needed $200 $400
weekly potential Sell quality products to repeat Customers homes work
places Flexible hours
great supplement income
Free Training Samples Kit
1 800 690 AVON
BABYSITTER wanted in
my home 753 1078
BARKLEY Lake Water Des
tnct Is acreceng applca
Dons for a Water Plant Op
orator with a Class Ill A
lecense Applicant must love
or Trgg County or relocate
to Trigg County Compile
We salary and benefits
Send resume or application
to Barkley Water District
PO Ho. 308 Cadz Ky
42211 Phone 924 5616
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Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency od In Classifor S)60 a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.
•

94 THINGS AND MORE I
SAVE 10-50%
Off Retail Prices f vefyday'

• STEPPERS

149°4-549"

Min

69'1-129"

• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI MACHINE

PART omit yard work
some pantry & general
maintenance must be hard
working energetic deable to work
pendable
wrthout supervituon Must
have own tareportabon
753-3018
POSITION available for
couple in resident management (maintenance/office)
of manufactured home
park Telephone tor info or
appointment David Dar
nee 901 885 5874
PROFESSIONAL painters
with minimum of four years
expenence paintng repdonna housee inside and
out Appections can be obtained at Black s Decorating Center 701 S ilth St,
between 8am and 5pin
Monday through Friday
REGIONAL Drivers
Wanted Based in the India
napols Area Excellent pay
and benefits Late model
assigned conventionals
Contact Dixie Midwest
Transortation
1-800526-4001
THE Joint Apprenboeshp
and Training Committee for
the Electrical Industry wrIl
accept applications for apprenticeship beginning
March 14, 1994 through
March 25, 1994 from
8 00am unbl 4 00prn Monday through Friday at the
IBEW Local 816 Union
Halt 4515 Clarks River
Road. Paducah, Kentucky
These applic.abons must be
completed by April 19,
1494 to be considered for
this year's class All applicants must fully meet the
following mintmum qualifications to quaff), for an
interview 1 Age-Must be
at least 18 years of age 2
Education-High school graduate with one year's passing grades in Algebra
Transcript required DIRECTLY FROM high
school within 30 days of
application 3 Aptitude
test-S72R-77 taken at any
State Employment Office
Test results will be reviewed by the Committee
4 Physical condition -All
selected applicants will be
required as part of the
physical exam Each applicant who meets all basic
requirements will be interviewed by the Committee
The interviewers will consider refiabolity, interest. attitude, judgement.
cooperativeness, as well as
other personal traits All
applicants will be renewed
without- regard to race.
color, religion, national on
gin or sex Each applicant
must meet all basic requirements to be eligible for an
interview Apprenbces will
be selected in order of their
ranking resulting from rating by interviewers
WANTED dependable
kitchen help & waitresses
Call for appointment
436-5496 or 436-2524

fieds every day,including the Shopper.

Rangeg Iron,
• TREADMILLS
,
6 more* to &too. PRE

NOW talung applicasons
tot responsible dependable mature employees
Must work evenings &
weekends Guaranteed
hour* Apply &sir aprn
Thur Sun Pizza Magic
Aurora No phone cak

"
259

49"
soi
• WEIGHTS ,r(.,
Jim I Mite East of Murray on Hwy
WO worth the &trot
Set, 10-5
753-3769
1/-F 10-6

WANTED Experienced
pest control or termite technician. certification preferred Send resume to PO
Box 328 Murray Ky 42071
or call 753-3914
7 30am-4 30prn
WANTED truck drrvers la
borers mechanic 8 concrete plant manager Days
615-232-7001 or nights
615-232-7771
YATCH club now hiring
waiter. waitresses bar lenders 8 some kitchen
help for recreabonal season Call Becky 362 444.4

Dame*
I Oaken

tuC.C.St

Vick income powinsar per year You N511 be wooed
seal everoleng you need to succeed *menses to
OpOrals yew mule and compftft Woman
•Advanaimeni Pqyansei
•Proart Seising
'incieritwes
•No investment
•Insurance
s'au wool be at weal it roars Id and 'save.
Ineessywnweyniere wrawai II irawasksi1
meows es Rosier SArallseas P0 Bei 142' SAansy
KY 4201,

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
Ceriervad referenda Call
Linde 759 9553
LOVING mother will care
for duldren rn her honks
753 6278
WILL dean Mamas Me
sensible rases nalftenoas
437 4084
WILL Si weal elderly dean
house or run errands Full
or son awe Good eel
3311170

AMIN
11118MMI
M.TIRAT101911 and is
oro 'Mow foam I o••••
dos Rake See saa few
Carney boom HOM
IP Was, rases'

warm aas

O Ikeda alamilaaal 11.1111.0.

•

OFFICE or business building 'nth adsorwig duplex
1138 115Somh 13sh Sion
In. NE corner of 1311 &
Poplar Call 502 7536031

NEED new floor cayenne
Doe yourself 5X9 room tor
$1499 plus tax Pasch&
Floor Covering Hwy 641
901 4988944
NEW metal Wing & roof
Ng Carer 36 cut to length
In 10 colors galvanized
and gelvalume Secondary
if evadable Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

PAY Phone Route 49 Located Payphones $2500
weekly Gong testi Must
incest
sell 51 min
1 803-956 7710/24hrs
REBUILD start•rs,
alternators and Moines
Complete sr of equpment
Training and some custom
ens available if needed
$15 000-$20,000 investment required Telephone
1 800-5421911

Coop-ours
BM PSI HO VGA monitor
with sound. $800
502-5541671

11111

POST Frame Buildings
Size 24 x40 x9 Eave Price
$4920 plus treght Other
sizes wadable Elk Bud
des 1 800-62S 1324
PROM tress mauve size
7 8 with matching pumps
$75 437 2420
PROM dress sue 8 royal
blue arid white strapless
lee length $85 Blue refines
tone necklace 8 earrings
$50 Two taffeta dresses
size 8 10 1 peach 1
mauve both we hit length.
$e0/ea 753-5368 if no answer leave message

Wool
To Buy

RCA excel 103 solid state
color TV 753-3662

RED sequined prom dress
size 9-10 150 492-8399
ANTIQUES by be piece or
collections Cal 753-9433 RESTAURANT booths
after 5pm
table lops 8 chairs for sale
Cal 314-472-0286
CANOE, aluminum or It
C•II 759-4803 leave SAUNA, dry heat with a
Call
vibrating bed
message
502-753-6001
CASH for mobile home
Ores 8 axles 436-2578, SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
901 -644 0679
Commercial Horne Units
CASH paid for good, used From $199 Lamps
nfies, shotguns, and pa Lotions -Accessories
tols Benson Sporting Monthly payments low as
Goods, 519 S 12th. $18 Call Today FREE
Murray
NEW Color Catalog
WANTED Original old log 1800-462-9197
house barn or indrvidual SUN tanning beds new 8
logs in good condition Cal used financing available
alder 5pm or leave mes Parts service Si supplies
sage on machine
Call Sonny Hooks
1502-653-6198
9 2 7 4
7 5 3
WANT ki buy Good used 3 1-800-5409790
bicycle
wheel
502-376-2372 evenings

SWIMMING pool distribu
tor Must sell its entire to
ventory of new 1993 huge
19X31 family We swim
MIng pools now only $988
complete with sundeck
fence,6 filler 100% financ
28 FOOT fiberglass erten
try' Act fast while supplies
son ladder Class IA
last' Call now toll free
300lb capacity $225
1-800 759 6058 ask for
Phone 436-2157
Sam
2 GARTH Brooks tri-kets tor
USED office furniture.
March 5th concert in Mirdesks chairs 753-4444
freesboro. TN Asking
$100/ea 615-232-6670 WEIGHT bench good
from 13arn-12noon
shape 27in RCA TV &
Yamaha guitar 759-1885
4 PROM gowns size 5 and
7, cheap 753 3456 WIDEST variety of vinyl
753-1150
floor covering in the area
Tile $ 3-3/loot, ceramic tile
5 FORMALS, 1 long
$1 39/foot Wespecializein
sleeves Approximately
residential 8 commercial
size 9-10 Price negotiable
hard surface products
435 4490
Contractors we've got ye
ALPINE CD player, 7904 covered on '4 in commer
Call col ble needs Paschall
model. $200
436-5291
Floor Covering Hwy 641
901 498 8964
ANTIQUES Must sell'
Cherry wardrobe marbletop kitchen cabinet Call
502-3475418 after 2pm
hoplonoos
BIG distressed stock of
building materials!!!% par 2 ELECTRIC stoves, good
Scabboard $7!sheet. peg condibon $100 8 $125
-sheet, lots of 753-8487
board $6
2X4X8 $litte, fiberglass as
160
low as szishem a up $s
Haws
plywood Is back! Paschal
Floor Covering. Hwy 641
Funisidrig•
901-448-8964
ALL in stock furniture
BODY conditioner & toner. bedding must be sold
Call Drasbc savings for you!
5 unites in 1
502-7S3-6001
New stock a/frying daily
Caraway Furniture 105 N
BOGARD trucking and ex3rd 753-1502
cavating. mc We hail bp
sal gravel. NI dirt, while BROYHILL oak entertainment center new $550.
rock, rip rep 759-1828
now $250 Perfect condiCAMCORDER excellent tion 435-4303 after 5pm
condbon Call 437 4327
COUCH & matching char,
CARPET for sale $50 good shape $130 Cal
753-7976
753 5390
FRUSTRATION pencds. KING
size Sealy Post
tracing figures book
urepedtc bed set good
marks, magnets HI3S Pt I
shape 753-3086
Hardin, KY 42048

NICE large couch 8 1200
BTU aic excellent conch
ton 753-8753 dew Spm
weekdays

Fos
1119911mal
584 INT 7600,hereof bar
844 corn hood. 715 corn
bins 810 header, $3 000
753-7468 cal after 5pm
8N Ford retry
753-1794

32 250

epode
Eadand
ALL type guns 9rnm SaW
3 dips in box. 357s stain
less 38 s , 380's 32s
25 s. SKS s Sooners AK
Mak 905 rifles shown"
Buy sell trade Phone
436-5650
FOR sale last chance for
AK 47s& SKS s wrth meted
receivers 753-8738
GUNS 8 ammo motorcy
de helmets VAXT. boots 8
camping supplies Jerry s
Sporteng Goods 6th & Wal
nut Mayhekl KY
yin
Riemod
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Miami
OLD GUITARS WANTED
Fender, Gibson, Marto,
Gretsch, National,
D'Angelico Stromberg
Rickenbacker, Mosrite.
Bigsby thru 1960s Also
wanted Gibson mandolins
& Fender Amps Top Cash
Pardi 1800-40104-40
PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted responsible party
to take on small monthly
payments on console
piano See locally Call
800-635-7611
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

hiscoNneous
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS Be married in a
beautiful log chapel in the
woods Gatlinburg No
blood test or wading penod I
Romantic honeymoon cabins wrfireplace and hot
tubsi 1-800 729 4365
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gatlenburg s Original Wedding Chapel) Thoughtful
service is rendered through
music, flowers photographs videos and recapbons 1 800 922-4573
DESTIN, FL, Pelican
Beech Resort Pre
Construction 2tx, beach
condos starting at
$141,500 Truly affordable
resort luxury Call Adams
Inc
Real Estate
1800-654 1966
KILL ROACHES! Buy EN
FORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back GUARANTEED' Available at Coast
to Coast, 604 N 128h St
Murray KY
OLD—
WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Mountain
Chapel overlooking river,
near Gatfinburg Every
thing provided Accomrno
dawns Romantic CAR
RIAGE RIDE Cabins Ja
daze or Hot Tubs Charge
Cards accepted HEART
LAND 1 800 448 VOWS
(8697)

GARAGE door 16X7
steel Call 502 753-6001

orb

ROUTE SALES!
GOOD PAY!
GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
so".$ Sales Enterpnses a stable prottabie
frozen lood company Vial has been n business TOT
eve, 40 years is baking lox mature personable and
aggressive salespeople who want more oul of
than a salary and are waling to work said to achieve

CLOTHING DISTRIBUTOR Make big protest Selling ladies clothing
1-800-541 7057

westiMi
studios lersagl Ng.
MINIM

LARGE stock of atterglass
in •*Me variety of colors
Underpin your mobile
home before the next
Wale stormIll Going fast•
going cheap Paschall
Floor Cayenne; Hwy 641
901 494 8964
LOG HOMES Design set
noes FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES 3855 Clay County
Highway Dept CK Moss
Tennessee 38575 18001
231 3605
MATTRESSES any sae
Soy factOry Same Sailals
Out Caw M50111011' SENO Mel
Factory
t'ens
102 1161 3180
MERLE NerikmI Wenn
Seusesse 1114 hasp&
aes
Senue KY 137
moo WAN
USSIMS0
akwi dream for iewl w
sae We dos Nem rum*
rarities weal WNW sear
awmbali P. t
•
are MOW Mile•Mews
mike lable All mead II
too 'MI tan

•

Watch For The

Covered Wagon!
Coming Soon!
121 South • Mayfield
Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
OIrarsa Corrpiet• lfrn•
• Sat Less
• amp, soma
• Weds 041101 SySlasa
• Shoal Twos

Mom
IlweeSsoel Plans

'!mow Wanes

Now booluoop ~OW I floOloOod pionle
Construes*" evalalles

1401/431-3236

eat ywiltstasea
(502) 435-4415

•••

:;.1-"J
•4$
4
•••

Ike&
Now* Fee Red

ONNAMININIS

1200
t cond
ter 5pm

iker bet
15 corn
$3 000
Sprn

2EIR hominid at Grogan
ROMANTIC CANDELITE
Smoky $16Srno "nth lease & de
WEDDINGS
759 25 7 0
posit
Mountains Ordained MI
or 753 3860
rioters Elegant Chapel
LiFlats
Photographs
28R Grogan & Mobile
mos Videos Bridal Suites Home Village Appliances
enth JeCuzle No Wailing • water A:crushed Cole
No Blood Tests Gatlin
man RE 753 98913
Tennessee
burg
SHADY Oats 2 or 3br
1-100.933-7464
electric or gas Waiting de
lance to adage 753 5209
Swimses
TWO mobile homes on the
Unless
lake in Prinorarna Shores
K T I and Associates offer
ng•full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 4-36 6099

Both 2tx 1 bath One is
$200 mo the other
516Smo Cal 753 2249 at
ter 5pm

Eil

52,250

Mobile
Howe Lots For Rent

Mobile
Hoerr For sal
12X65 2BR, 1 bath. central
Kra, $2,700 obo 753 6566

im SAW
stain
• 32 s
'ars AK
hotguns
Phone

ance for
milled
18

rnotorcy•
boots &
Jerry s
Ii & Wal

or sale

/ANTED
Martin
tional
omberg
Mosrite
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landolins
'op Cash
440

SALE
Pe party
monthly
console
dly Call

John
600

I.

N THE
ied in a
at in the
Irg No
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x)on ca
and hot
365
VALLEY
nal Wed
loughtful
I through
photo
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1573
Pelican
rt•Pre
beach
ing at
flordabie
I Adams
, Inc
Buy EN
e Roach
ite Pest
citrate
is Kills
Or your
UARANat Coast
12th St

1BR neer MSU applanosis
rurnehed Coleman RE
753-9896
1 OR 2br as near down
kown Murray 753-4109
2BR duplex, appliances
fenced back yard Available
Mach 1st $410/mo depo
sit references 492 8393
2BR duplex available Feb
15th on Northwood Dr
753-5731 or 759-4686
28R duplex contra ha NI
appliances 5395 mo
753 9302 after 4pm
2BR duplex race neighbor
hood newly decorated Re
*erica deposit required
No pets $275 mo
436 2816 anytime

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

2BR townhouse new spa
oous at appliances includ
Inc' washer II dryer
753-4573

&mime
Rentals

2BR upstairs appliances
water lurrushed $285/mo
plus deposit 489 2296

1977 SKYLINE 14X70, 3br
IA bath stove. relegare
tor central hia. $7 200
Must be moved 527 0903
1985 BUCCANEER
14X72 2br Li bath lots
of extras excellent cond.
eon Located in Coach Es
tates 759 4453

4 CAR garage with office 6
paved lot 753 4509
Coleman

800 2200S0 ft
RE 7539898

HARD to believe that office
space on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray is afford
able 6 available but it is &
Debbie can tell you all ab
out it Call 753 1266

1993 14X80 Ardmore 3tv
2 bath central air gas heat
759 9914
1993 GATEWAY 14X60
mobile home 2br full bath
central air gas heat corn
pletely furnished with
washer & dryer set up in
Fox Meadows Call for oppoontment 753 7753

PARIS TN approximately
8500 square foot in shop
ping center Extremely high
traffic count Ideal location
for retail outiet in developing retirement 8 trade can
ter Principals only
901 642 8781 weekdays

ATTENTION SELLERS,'
BUYERS mobile home
loans 1976 and newer
from Green Tree Financial
Refinancing available
Fast, friendly service For
call
application
1 800-221 8204

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

Want
To Rent
WANT to rent 2br house in
private setting in the Murray
area 7535157

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

1 2 38D apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

CUSTOM order or buy your
home from stock One of
the Southeast's largest &
oldest dealerships of quality built energy efficient
manufactured homes
Dinkins Mobile Homes
Inc , Lake Hwy 79E. Pans
TN 1-800-642 4891

1BR dose to university,
some utilities paid
753-8756
1BR furnished apartment 2
blocks MSU $160/mo plus
deposit 753,9577 after
business hours

MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles:
doubles Financing available Clean late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corporatron,Kentucky.
or
6 06 - 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
1 800-221 8204

2 BR, duplex Northw patio
&
wood
carport, cent. II A,
refrigerator,
stove,
dishwasher. disposal,
WD hookup, bedrooms have 15 foot
long closets, many
kitchen cabinets.

SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Quality Built Energy Effi
cient Manufactured
Homes, One of Tennes
see s LARGEST & OLD
EST Dealers' Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc Hwy 79E
Pare TN 1 800 642-4891
281
Mobile
Homes For Rent
12X60 2BR at Grogan's
$210vmo with lease & de ,
posit 759 2570 753 3860

EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
FURNISHED apartments
No pets 1 or 2 people arthy
Zimmerman Apartments
753-6609
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEWLY constructed 1 &
2br apartment near MSU
CaN 753 0472
NICE duplex 2br, central
hia appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

310

We Move
Mobile Homes
502.4374608

4BR 2 bath ape available
for Jan occupancy Centel
hat applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Cole
man RE 753 9898

SEPAINCLUDES
RATE PRIVATE 20x30
STORAGE BLDG. W
OVERHEAD DOOR.
400
REFERENCES
DEPOSIT 400 MONTH
NO PETS 653-3018.

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SUMMER'S corning, beau
btu' lake duplex, boat ramp,
each 2br wid hook up,
15min from Murray Top
$350:mo, bottom $275/mo
527 9639
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap accessi
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunrty Apply Hilldale kits
or call
Hardin. Ky
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished,
central gas heat 8 air,
$475/mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Call
753-2905

8 MILES south of Murray.
$100/mo 436-2510

From McKenzie go South 1.6 miles on Hwy. 79 toward Trezevant
to Enon Church Road, then West 1 mile to sale site.
OWNER: Joe Ozment
i 1 544 Int•mArtlocal
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100X140 SOUTHWEST
Ville subdivision All city
utilities $18 500 firm
753-4873 alter 6pm

For Raw
Or Lease

2 ACRE lot in Lynn Grove
435-4336

Brakes for rent Pro Two
for vinyl song 436 2701

LOT Si 1 4 in Southwest
Vita Subdivision 150X140
trees at utilibes available
Call 502 753 6001

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Cal 753 2905
370

oft
Finns
For Saba
50 ACRES half tillable hal
oung timber good road
east of Murray $37 500
terms 759 1922 owner

Ummeck
Supplies
15 FOOT horse trailer
435 4056
REGISTERED Limousin
bull. 1 4yr old. 1 2yr old
489 2272
ROUND bales of grass
$21 -roll Square bales of
clover, some wheat hay
-bale 753 8848
left $2 50
before 9pm
TIMOTHY hay $2 bale
753-0815 after 6pm
"an
Pats

28R 1 bath with storage
building 11 miles from
town on Hwy 94 W
435 4560
3BR 1 bath brick home 13
miles Southeast of Murray
$50 000 759 1352
3BIR, central gas heat A air
3yrs old fenced back yard
nice neighborhood Good
starter or retiree home Im
mediate possession
753-5214 after 5pm

& Supplies
AKC Golden Retrievers
Shots .6 wormed Males
$150 Females $125 Dam
sire on premises
436-5671 No answer
leave message
AKC Pomeranian puppies
328 13016
AKC Registered Dalmatian
puppies Wormed $150/ea
492-8897
DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming 759 176.8
FOR sale Registered Nor
wegen Elkhound puppies
Parents are excellent stock
& squirrel dogs Make won
dactyl pets Call after 5pm
(9011 642 5191
HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

HAM radio operators
Browning G Eagles and
more equipment Estate
Feb
Sat
Auction
26-9 30am Kirby Auction
Center, 1-65,Exit 6 Franklin. KY 800-788 3527 Ron
Kirby Auctioneer

Real
Estate

SAT., FEB. 26, 1994
10:00 A.M.

4011SOMOLO 015
Margo CM& ••••
••••••Os& .4.4.
•••••• 11.0•••••••••
q•ove*Ms

350

Peril.

5 ROOM frame house on
lot Col
approximately
dwater community
1 247 1708
ANOTHER new in town list
ing at Kopperud Realty
3br, brick rancher with car
port Offered at $39,500
Phone
753 12 2 2
MLS115495
BRICK duplex. 2br central
heat & air all appliances
4 yrs old, in Northwood
753-9302 after 4pm
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3br 1 ,, bath brick ranch
Eat in kitchen, formal di
ning room, living room.
!amity room with 4 bay
window Central gas heat&
air, wall to wall carpet
ceiling fans, Jacuzzi Lot
75x150, adracent lot avail
able Walk to banks & shop
png Priced to sell mid
$70's Call for appt
753-4359
FOR sale by owner Extra
nice 2,
, yr old cabin on 4
wooded lots in Calloway
Co Suitable home for small
family 1'/, miles from Cy
press Springs Marina Must
see to appriciate
1 554 4776 or 436 5903

•••• .•••

NICKY JOE STAFFORD
FIE AL ESTATE and AUCTION

LIKE new home close to
town with small acreage
this stylish home has
amenities galore' Vaulted
ceilings fireplace enter
tainment center and coo
ered patio are lust a few of
the features you lose The
fourth bedroom with out
Side entrance can serve as
an in house business can
ter or in-law quarters Make
your appointment today.
$127500 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
MLS/5463
READY for Springtime Iry
ing this home in Spring
Creek Oaks features 5br
large living spaces Peach
tree windows fireplace
and vaulted ceilings The
large master suite has all
the amenities with walk in
closet and master bath Be
sure and add this to your fist
to see at the asking price of
$159900 its a real value
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS*5440
REDUCED' Immediate
possession Southwest
school district 3br 2 bath
eat in kitchen dining room
Deck & shop 759 9359
TWO story 3br 2, bath
brick home with carport
Located in Whitnell Es
tales This lovely home has
a large thing roornOining
room complex as well as a
large kitchen and family
room with fireplace The
master bedroom has a
large bathroom w/walk in
closet Two bedrooms are
connected by a large bath
room and one bedroom has
a walk in closet The par
Sally finished attic is perfect
tor a workroom or play
room The outside is sur
rounded by beauty Must
see to believe Shown by
appointment only
753 4370
475
Motorcycles
1992 YAMAHA PW 50. ex
cellent condition, $600
435 4318

1978 TOYOTA Corolla
1969
5sp $750 obo
Dodge truck auto ps
%CO 753 1495 after 5pm
1980 FORD Fairmont Ste
bonwagon good fires
motor no rust $700
753 2865
1984 FORD LTD 6 cyc
4dr, gray Runs good nice
$1,250 474 2382

Close-Out On
All 1993 New
And GM
Program Cars

987 P ROC RAF T bass
Evirvude motor loot
operated trolling mots 2
depth finders 2 live wells
bat well ak 753 9609

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
'simian 753 0906 after
5prn 759 9816 753-0495

Reasonable
Otter Refused,

No

Purdorn
Motors, Inc.

boat

ALL gutters a leaves
cleaned Lear pickup 6
hauling Call David Berkey
at Sedan Lawn Care
753 6886

NEEDED good used boas
motors for sale on cosign
ment No sale no charge
436 5464 Wayne Darnell
Marine roper 8 mites out of
Murray on Hwy 121 S

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
(lanai etc Free estimates
489-2303

753-5315
1300 121 Bypass
1-800-455-5315
1984 OLDS Delta 88 2dr
loaded. V 8 good condi
Don $2 500 obo 759-9311
1985 CHRYSLER Lebaron
GTS $1 600 obo After
5pm 759 1886
1985 RX7 silver auto ac
excellent cu.don $3,850
obo 753 6885
1986 BLUE Chevrolet Ca
valmer Stationwagon auto
cruise tilt air good condition 8 excellent MPG. with
many new parts $2,550
753 0653
1986 BUICK Skylark adr
minor body damage
$1,650 435 4294
1988 CHEVROLET Celebrity auto ps p'b a/c
stereo new toes 51 XXX
miles Clean car $3250
502 875 4050 (dealer)

1 1 1 1 A blauhrig moving
dean up odd robs tee
trimming tree removal
mulch hauling Free esti
Tim Lamb
mates
436 5744
1 1 A Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal dean
mg out sheds attics & odd
robs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

1990 GEO Tracker, black
convertible 4X4, air, 5sp,
cassette. 26,XXX miles,
$6950 753 2976
1991 MAXIMA SE, red.
black leather. ptir pi, sun
roof. 36.XXX miles, 1
owner 753 8678
1991 NISSAN 240SX SE
cherry red, loaded, extra
sharp 51 XXX miles
$11 000 Call 4-36 5291
1992 GRAND Prix SE. 2dr
gray, loaded 74xxx
$8500 753 5094

1211

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
parlance
HOPPER 436 5848

A 1 carpentry work house
plans drawn remodling
decks homes built no rob
to small tree estimates
Call JAC Construction
436 5398

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
men( 759 1515

Authorkzed
BRIGGS A STRATTON
rind 50111ER
Soma Cenia

Opening For Business Feb. 21st

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers

4.1fia,lbpsir

&Lin Lamb
Richard Lamb

•
. 753-2925

MI DAY PAINTING
PAPERHANGING
• •••• •

Rae:nate Naha
Meeks Adirgs
High

grass

•

7534931

Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

WOOD WORKS
Computer Cut Vinyl Loges and Letters Custom
Banners Plywood Signs Magnetic Signs Vehicle
Lettering Piexiglass Signs Window Lettering Real
Estate Signs Office Signage Greeting and Advertising
Posters Sanctiasted Redwood Signs kchtectural
&iris Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze Plaques Trade
Show Signs:Displays My Custom Wood Works
Caii 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard It Vrsa

1989 DODGE Grand Cara
van SE one owner grey on
grey, 109,000 highway
miles Excellent condition
Asking $6 600 Phone
502 227 2760 (Frankfort)

*veinal.")

GARLAND'S

JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

SAT.,MARCH 12, 1994

CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low utilities on site
security 753 3293 after
6pm

9:00 A.M. - Regardless Of Weather
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY!!

Interior and Exterior
Residential & Commercial

FREE brochure' Lakefront
& acreage land bargain on
crystal dear Norris Lake in
Northeast Tennessee
Nicely wooded spectacular
views' Paved roads Excel
lent financing Buy direct
from developer/owner A
save thousands, Call Norris
days
7
Shores
File
800 488 4883
10-0701948 1660

A The Annual Gigantic Consignment

NEW 40 X50 cornier/Hoar
building in Lynn
metal
Grove frontage Hwy 84 W
owner lot 783 6673 after

* THE EXTRAVAGANZA OF THE YEAR *

A

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDSOF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.
IF YOU HAVE MACHINERY TO SELL

1981 FORD ton dually. 5
passenger sleeper 5th
wheel puller 460 Ford,
auto a/c excellent condition $5 500 436 5811 or
436 2071 after 6pm

I —
:=
=

_
=
1=-7_

1987 GMC Jimmy 4X4,red/
gray 10 XXX miles runs
great, $6 800 474 8367

CALL NOM CONSIGN EARLY!
DON'T MISS THE EVENT OF THE MARIO
Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
On Wednesday, Thursday, Or Friday,
March 9th, 10th, 11th For Check-In.
SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1994
AN UNBELIEVABLE AUCTION EVENTII

JAMES R. CASH
FARM, KY

THE AUCTIONEER • FANCY
PHONE 502-623-8466

CUSTOM ICITC14_11 CABINETS
CUSTOGI WOOOVIORIONG

All Typee Of:

14 FOOT semi v bottom
wide boat with trailer &
lights Good condition
$503 753 2953
1985 175V Astroglass
bass boat One owner 150
Merc trailer brakes
$6 495 753 8828

Custom Woodworking
nd
.
Kitchen 8 Bath Cabinets
• r,.*.p By And Sera Cf.. Showroom •
Benny Wood)
6:e Sonbory
•

7.41016

.

PUBLIC ALIT/ON
4.77% Interest Rate
for this Exceptional Sale
All Mazda B Series Trucks can be purchased
at this low int•rest for a limited time Any
MazdaOab Plus Reg Cab 4x2, 4x4, 4 cyl or
V-66Engine
Exceptional Sales

Event

Exceptional Mazda Truck
Low Interest

exceptionai

NEW goes ler sae Cam
lorieee Estates Gene
lady ?S3 SIMI
isosaArlt Assist Caw
mei Coo* a MINN fina
weal naafis reel eMees
Far at pow Pali
seals Mail ad Itilm
dos at 113 MI, Sine
nen alai 1110

_

FREE ESTIMATES

LAKE
KENTUCKY
CLOSEOUT SALE, LAKE
ACCESS HOMESITES 1
Acre, was $24 900 now
$19 900 4 6 Ages 59900
Gorgeous lake develop
men(' Drastically reduced
prices on remaining par
cols' Exc terms Hurry for
C•II
best selection
1 800 858 1323 Woodland
Acres
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waling to purchase
homes aN prca fartipas II
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our court*
ova and professional
agents at 753 '222 or stop
by office at 711 Mein St

Work

Protect Your Number One Investment

deli

1993 NISSAN Maxima sun
roof Bose compact disc
cassette stereo auto di
mate control ow, pseats
p's excellent condition
489 2335
REPOS A company execu
live cars 1988 Lincoln
Town Car 1990 GMC 1500
Sierra SL pickup 1983
Porsche 944 First Trust
Corp 502 753 7958

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maid
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
tor Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

Al. AL S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
Free estimates
ing
759 1683

Ersoropile fey

1990 FORD Taurus
Loaded except power win
doves V 6 grey on grey
with red interior Nice 1
owner car $4,750
502 875 4050 Ideate)

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

Al lA leaf raking 6 mulch
ing light hauling 436 2528
ask for Mark

1988 TOYOTA Supra
white 59 XXX miles good
condition all power alarm
$8 200 obo 753 7636
leave message
1989 CELEBRITY Stationwagon blue on blue auto
ac, am Inn Runs and
drives great $3,300
Frankfort
Phone
or
502 8 7 5 4 0 5 0
502 8751844 !dealer)

ANTENNA Repair and in
stallabOn Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tonnes rotors and ampls
Piers Beasley s Antema
Buchanan
Service
901 6424077

58 ACRES pnme development property southwest of
Must sell'
Murray
759 9247

•••••••

••• ••••••••••••••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••••••

amiss
011sewl

PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823

RIM

•
••••••••••

JUST listed, Spacious 3br
2 5 bath home located on a
quiet street New central
gat heat & air were added
in 92 Large closets I SIDI
age space generous sized
morns 11 immediate pos
session make this a home
you need to seel Listed to
sell at $75 000 Kopperud
Realty
753 1222
MLS85-469

Vans

.530

- LOCATION LD—
indleIght
°unfair,
nver,
Every
d:ommo
c CAR
Pre Ja
Charge
HEART
I VOWS

EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3tir 2 bath brick 5650ano
lease & depoisrt required
753 4109

Boats
I Moors

For Saw

UNDER °Destruction 1800
28R brick carport.
bath central hIa ap- square loot duplex located
subdrvision off
Folbrook
mainteyard
pliances
nance included No pelt, Diaguid Rd Brick veneer
central gas 753 4873 Wier
$400 Deposit & refer
Alter 5pm, elxn
enc•s
753-6397
WILL you supervise con
2BR house on So 7th St structionT Will you pant"
$350mo lease II deposit Do you want home equity?
You CAN own your dream
required 7534109
home, Call Miles Homes
4BR 2 bash fully furnished. today 1 800-343 2884 ear
takerront, deck wheipool 1
tub weekly or monthly
Coleman RE
rates
753 9896
Las

Public
Sae
1614 OLIVE all utilities
furnished kitchen 8 Irving
room prrvileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

C31 Howes

Nouese
For Awe

Apenswits
Far Rem

11
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

4.77% A.P.R.

=Carroll Mazda=
1100

713-1111110
Chestnut

Murray, KY

•

4ks.

Sat., Feb. 26, 1994 at 10 a.m. at :Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church located on Hwy. 1270 in Southwest
Calloway County. From Mayfield, Ky. take Hwy 97. Follow
almost to state line. Watch for auction sighs. From Murray,
Ky take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. Turn south,
follow signs and black top road to Auption.
Selling 15 or 20 nice old church benches. pulpit, folding chairs, air
conditioner electric stove & refrigerator. Well pump. all the
personal properly of the church, plus church building will be sold
to be moved or torn down & moved Proceed5go to the cemetary
fund Auction held rain or shine Not responsibte for accidents

For more Information & your auction
nesds, phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller Darrell Beane Terry Paschall
AtietlotteCrs

"My Seivice Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

12

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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FEBRUARY 24, 1994

1E3 Swans

Urine
MAW

ionises
Oesreil

Caere/

BIG Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
1341 759.4490

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor

BACKHOE Service 001141
pies, foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Ma
sorry Phone 492 8516

Experienced builder
of houses garages
pole barns & Storage buildings Also
remodeling Call for
estimates no lob
too large or WO
small

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
C & C NURSERY The
Day* People We now do
perennial gardens land
liallaw19 rimming sPrirq
cleanups yard work & trac
tor work Call Charlie &
Cindi Turnbow 753 2993

474-8267

CHIll Chum Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

BOBS Plumbing Repair
Servce Al work guaran
73-1134 or
teed
436 5832
BREAST IMPLANT
USERS You may be en
tided to compensation Call
Charles H Johnson toll free
for free consultation
1 800 535 5727 Products
liability attorney

COE S General Repair
Electric. carpentry drywall
plumbing
finishing
492.8403

BRYON•S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
piete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

CUSTOM bun hogging
& 111111ng (up to 6-deep)
489 2995
DRYWALL finishing. re
parrs additions arid blowrig clings 753-4761
EXPERIENCED dry wail
finishing References avail
abbe 436 2060

LICENSED for electric and

THE Gofer Co Seamless
gal 763 72°3
naninurn gutters vanety
PLulABING repairman well of colors Licensed in
same day service Call sured Entrails availabie
75,9-4690
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Cal
474 2307

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or corn
merciai Serval Gutter Co
753-643.3

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree NOM
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding panting Free eshrnates
years experience Local re
ferences 436 2701

le

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
does vinyl flooring
436 2052
HAVE you had &east Implant Surgery/ Call Flora
Stuart attorney for legal
advice 1 800-732 3178
No lee unless you win your
THIS IS AN
case
ADVERTISEMENT
HEATING Ron Hall Heat
ing Cooling and Electric
Co Service, unit replacement arid complete installlion Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4699

CARPET installation 30
plus years experience
commencel and residen
hal, vinyl tile better Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437 4543

CUSTOM bulklozing and
backhoe work septic sys
tens 354 8161 after 4pm

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
non, high quality, excellent
.alue Roy Hal 759 4664

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING -Serving Calloway Co
for 22 years' CarpetsUpholstery Emergency
water removal 753-5827

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and installation (502) 435 4699,
435-4327

La L LAWN SERVICE commercial or residential free
estimates Call 753 4001
after Spin

.1ticertim.r.s!
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free..
timates Day or night
753 5.484
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Serino@ Center cleaning
servicing $15.
$35Fr ea0maRoute
mostreP.
7Aimo0;0n9121
Mon Fn 753-0530

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chinaman 492 8742

du
'••••

Only $5 A Week!

FREE puppies Will be medium fuze dogs 753-9873
FREE puppies Lab mix No
papers 763 4838

Diak.A-Sennor la a handy dip
OW SWOOP running arch Man
day IA the durafieds You get a
2x1 dispiay ad. regularly prices)
at $10 CIO for

(Minimum al 13 Waniiiin

SIO

oar office Oxley or dial 753-1916

HOROSCOPES
Itft) 25,1994
For
personahred daily Jedlle DI von horour Iv based on soul own
date of birth. call I -911111-9$8-77KK. Your phone company will bill sou 95
Lents a minute
TODAY'S CHILDREN are home-loving. tidy and dedicated to duty.
They have great empathy for the needy and ill. and are ideally suited to a
career in nursing. teaching or social work. Although these Pisces have little
interest in accumulating wealth for its own sake. they must plan for the
future. ()theru Ise, a lack of fund, could make their later years daily ult.
Affectionate and sentimental. they usuallx have a lot of lose in their lives.
They make loyal spouses and devoted parents.
r.ard..h iinL. nti Fo.,
kant (Natal • hr. ...41I.nt is.
...cd i..I ptLocd
an lialp 1 oul-Ind N.. Mae In (and •Plan: what IA pho Si p•••••uge and handlin$
Make ,ha-Ok• pa,k al* to
54111
Cii, \Its
lawn. 4. Andt.c.• 4/10.1•4011441 PO Box 41.212
Anal Si,.Wa.1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
AR OF YOUR LIFE:
NI-A I
Large-scale career and financial
gains depend on your making better
use of your time. Eliminate those
activities that have hampered your
progress. A recent upset will soon
he forgotten. You find a welcome
calm in your daily routine. One
business triumph follows another!
Others want to join your team. Insist
on being paid for your expertise.
Reciprocate loved ones loyalty by
sharing the limelight in December.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Karen
(hassle. TV talk show host Sally.

Jessy Raphael. tennis' Bobby Riggs.
the Beatles' George Harrison.
ARIES (March 2I -April 191:
Take step, to obtain the facts and
otheruisc serve your long-term
interests. You cannot afford to overlook important details. Do not be
afraid to ask for more support from
our colleagues.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Taking a second job may not he the
hest answer to a temporary cash
shortage. Be willing to cut hack on
your spending. Faintly members are
highly supportive of your creative
effons.

1,1 \II's] \la). 21 -June 201:
C'oniimic I icuork j long-range
project until there are no further
improvements to be made. Spend
more time with a parent: your support is crucial right now!
CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22):
Rely on the ads ice of key .1,AX:tales
instead of misguided ideas trim
befuddled friends. Your cares drop
t1V.j one by one. leaving the door
wide-open for frank- and candid
negotiations.
iu ly 23-Aug. 22i: Pay
l.
close attention when a loyal ally
offers what seems like odd ads ice.
This person itlas has e noticed something you overlooked. Get down lii
business. You show your true mettle
when under fire.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
Earn money the old-fashioned V. ay
- work for it! Innovative techniques will boost the bottom line in
business. Learn to he more comfortable about expressing your feelings.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221.
Allow your partner to provide the
incentive or push that will spell sue.cess for !.4111 both. Careful planning
•s essential. Launch a new venture m

the arts.
211:
SCORPIO i(),.;
Your high spirits and gtxxl humor are
1144
big
III OW ‘411.1.11
lei old wounds tester CJII J LIMO%
powwow and 04011i1Se the demons.
Folknv your heart it doubts jithe.
SACATTAKK'S 1%os. 22-Dec.
211: Sell-discipline will help you
avoid emotional showdowns. Finish
pending projects before starting a
new one. You may want recognition
and praise tor your dedication to
tanul
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-fan.
191: lou nou get .t unique opporlunn.s to expand your sphere ot influence at work_ Although e‘penw.,
may be higher. you can find a was
to trim them.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.III
Your partner may hold the power in
.iour relationship. Your atiaplahiht.s
is your best asset. Your greatest professional accomplishments are still
ahead of you.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201.
Refuse to let anyone plant doubts in
your mind. Staying awake worrying
at night would he a big mistake.
Choose 4:0111pf1MIthe tWei confrontation at both work and home

WAREHOUSE SALE

Ridiculous Prices on Odds and Ends,
Discontinued Floor Samples and Stuff We Just Don't Need!
Sorry, No Holds or Layaways.
Friday & Saturday Only!
Lane Recliner with massage unit. Two
colors to choose from - blue or brown.Reg.
899.95

Occasional Chair by Fairfield.
green
fabric, slightly damaged.
39995
Ea. 549.95
NOW

Two Occasional Chairs by Fairfield. Traditional style with attached back. Multi-color
fabric.
Reg. 549.95

NOW

Double Reclining Loveseat by Lane. Light
blue fabric.
Reg. 1,099.95

NOW

Chair & Ottoman by La-Z-Boy. Dark multicolor fabric.
Reg. 749.95

1 75°0

NOW

125°°

Swivel Rocker by Best Charis. Light green
Reg. 299.95
fabric.

NOW

1/2

Five pc. Table & Chair group by Kessler.
Iron chairs and table base with 1/2" glass
top.
Reg. 1,999.95

NOW

79995

54995

Contemporary Oak Sofa Table
219.95

NOW

75°°

Reg.

Rocker Recliner by Best. Hunter green
fabric, slightly damaged.
Reg. 549.95

NOW

175°°

Lodge look Loveseat by Hickory Hill. Red,
blue & green fabric with coordinating arm
pillows.
Reg. 799.95

NOW

27500

Traditional style Sofa by Hickory Hill. Two
cushions w/loose back pillows. Green &
burgundy fabric.
Reg. 899.95

NOW 89995

Lane two-position Recliner. Blue fabric.
Reg. 399.95

NOW

Off white Rattan Loveseat. Light blue,
green & yellow fabric.
Reg. 700.00

Three pc. Bedroom. Headboard, triple
dresser & mirror, and large chest. Night
Ea. stand available.
Reg. 1,299.95

NOW 175°°

44995
995
NOW 24

Traditional style Attached Back Sofa by
Fairfield. Burgundy and navy fabric with
tapesty arm pillows.
Reg. 1,599.95

Three pc. Entertainment Unit by PetersRevington, includes entertainment center
and 2 glass door audio units. Light oak
finish.
Reg. 2,150.95

Hunter
Reg.

99995
00
NOW 350
NOW

NOW

1/2

Large oversized Sofa by Southern. Green
plaid w/burgundy & navy. Arm pillows
Reg. 1,099.95
included.
Contemporary oak End Table with glass
inlaid top.
Reg. 199.95

49995
0o
NOW 65

Four pc. oak Bedroom by Lexington.
Headboard, large dresser & mirror, chest
and night stand.
Reg. 3,731.95

NOW

1,49800

Cocktail Chest by Southern. Antique
cherry finish w/green & burgundy accents.
Reg. 899.95

NOW

275oo

Cherry Bookcase by Hooker. Two glassdoor unit w/lighted display space. Reg.
999.95
Lane Recliner w/slate blue fabric. Reg.
580.00

NOW

44995
50o
NOW 22
NOW

Big Selection of Pictures, Lamps & Rugs at over 50% off
NO PAYMENTS - NO INTEREST till August 1994
208 E. Main
Murray
753-4834

Thurman's
FURNITURE
1

FREE DELIVERY
Hours: 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

,

".•
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LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Score One for the Defense

2 I 1:

or XV
).)[us

anuly
mons.

-Dec.
P you
Finish
ling a
ninon
on to

-Jan
pono
inflo
en t:

Tomorrow Bidding quit
East dealer
can win all the remaining tricks but
East -V.eat vulnerable
one
Take the present case. for exNORTH
•K .1102
ample Let's say South wins the club
•QJ 10
lead with the queen and plays a
• 108 7
heart to dummy's ten, taken by East
•K86
with the ace Declarer now hits ten of
EAST
WEST
the II tricks remaining tube played
•97 5 4
•6 3
In other words, he has achieved the
•A 96 3
•7 4 2
significant all-hut-one position
•95 4 3
•QJ 2
Let's assume East continues with
+2
•J 10974
a heart at trick three 1 iec I arer cashes
SMITH
two hearts, four spades and the A-K
•AQ8
of diamonds, reducing his hand to
•K85
the A-5-3ofcl ubs I birnmy's last three
• A K6
cards are the ten of diamonds and K •AQS3
K of clubs
The bidding:
Rut note what has happened to
North
South West
East
West in the meantime He ales)had to
lass
6 NT
2 N'T
Pass
come down to three cards, and he
Opening lead -jack of clubs
couldn't comfortably do that at trick
There's one peculiar thing about ten when he had to choose a discard
squeezes. Nearly always, for a from the 10-9-7 of clubs and queen of
squeeze to he successful, declarer diamonds Whatever he discarded.
must first attain a position where he declarer would win the last three
tricks and make the slam.
Oddly enough. East can defeat
the contract if he ducks the ten of
hearts at trick two and refuses to win
the heart continuation at trick three!
By declining to win both heart leads.
he prevents declarer from reaching
Asked if they had
the all-but-one position that is usumade a purchase in the
ally essential to a successful squeeze
past 30 days because of
It leaves South two steps away from
his objective instead of one, and the
a radio commercial,85
effect is that West can retain his
percent of the Kenstoppers in both diamonds and clubs.
Of course, East must be well
tucky shopperssaid,
versed in squeezes to withhold his
"No."
aceof hearts twice in a row,butthat's
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 1993
why we've said so often that defense
fie Preston Group. Lexington. Ky
is the most difficult part of the game.

Emphatically "No"

Tea years ago
Evaluation of Murray's application for Certified Cities Award
by a team of Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce started yesterday at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Jennifer Susan Rice, senior at
Calloway County High School
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Nolan Rice of Murray,
and Lisa Gail Jackson, senior at
Reidland High School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Ronald Jackson, formerly of Calloway County. have been
awarded Presidential Scholarships by Murray State University.
Laurie Jean Beatty and Steve
Alan Shook were mamed Jan. 7
at Prairie Village, Kan.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mason
Perry were married for 50 years
on Feb. 18.

Thirty years ago
'The Tennessee Valley Authority this week began planting some
600,000 pine seedlings in Land
Between the Lakes on lands of
Kentucky Woodlands Wildlife
Refugee and Corps of Engineers.
Members of Murray Planning
Commission are Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp, chairman, Dr. Casde
Parker. vice chairman, Dr. Harry
U. Whayne, Charles M. Baker
and Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Austin Peay 69 to
68 in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Jim Jennings
for Murray and Non-is for Austin
Puy.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Jones, Jan.
27.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles
have been visiting their daughter,
Mrs. Thomas Veaze_y and family

Twenty years ago
Murray Area Vocational Education Center DECA Chapter has
been selected as a winner in Civic Consciousness Project, sponsored by National DECA and
General Federation of Women's
Clubs.
A scholarship fund has been
established at Murray State University to assist students accepted
for degrees in the University's
proposed School of Veterinary
Medicine.
The Boy Scout Fund Dnve has
started in Murray and Calloway
County with Ted Vaughn as fund
drive chairman.
Murray State University Racers
beat East Tennessee Buccaneers
85 to 75 in basketball game at
Sports Arena Here. High team
scorers were Mike Coleman for
Murray and Morris Tampa for
East Tennessee.

10,02E rINA.,Y ALL;11116.1E'D
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of Decatur, Ga
Forty years ago
Henry Warren of Salem has
purchased the seed part of W D
Shoemaker Seed Co and will
continue to operate the seed business in the old location of Shoemaker on East Poplar Street,
Murray.
Jerry King and Gene Wells
have been selected to serve on
the University of Kentucky Committee of 200 for this year.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Brown, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Kelzsie Calhoun, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Palmer, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Joe Maness, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. 'Thomas Nelson.
Jean Corn who teaches at
Nianuc, III., has been the guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs H.C.
Corn.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY I applaud your
response to "17 and Well-Infonned.You said that abstinence is the only
foolpniof pnitection against venereal
disease and unwanted pregnancies.
In an era and in a society where
it is assumed that adolescents and
young adults are having sex anyway. your statement bears repeating. If all sexually active young people would he motivated to cease
their sexual activity outside of a
committed. monogamous relationship. a host of national crises such
as teen-age pregnancies. abortions,
and unwanted and abused children
could be virtually eliminated.
Today's youth needs to realize
that sexual an ivits does not need to

preclude finding an identity and
proving maturity. It can, in fact,
inhibit both. I challenge my peers to
take offense at the assumption of
our educators that we do not have
control over our own bodies.
I am not wnting from a nursing
home or a monastery. I am a 19year-old college girl who recently
met a wonderful man whom I hope
man's- someday. And when we do
marry, we will consummate our
marriage in complete confidence
that neither of us is infected with a
venereal disease. nor will we have
to struggle with guilt feelings from
past sexual encounters. He is 20,
and also a virgin.
19 AND PROUD TO BE A VIRGIN

DEAR -19 AND PROUD":
Thank you for helping to convince sexually active young people that the only safe sex is no
sex. And although condoms
reduce accidental pregnancies
and venereal disease, they are
not foolproof.
•• •

DEAR ABBY, Here is what happened to me: I sat down one morning and wrote out Christmas cards.
When I got to the Ws in my address
book, my fingers were munb. II have
the start of carpal tunnel-'syindrOme.
I sent my brother and his wife a
Christmas•card, but on the enve-

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

13

L\

THE FAR SIDE

:, H
NOw YCS.J °N.AVE
MGAGE .r•ILITIES AM:,
CREDi• CARD Bli...9

By GARY LARSON

ITS JUST LIKE BOWLING
VA SET 'EM UP, TREN

60, KNOCK
E.M DOWN

NEWS.V
,..

lope. I addressed it using his first
and last name. On the inside of the
card, I addressed it W all the family
and sent a gift certificate, and
wished them a happy tnp, as they
were going away.
Two weeks went by, and I got
the card back marked 'refused 1
checked the address, and it was
right, so 1 phoned my sister-in-law
who said she rejected it because it
had only my brother's name on the
envelope!
Was I wrong to have addressed it
that way? 1 addressed it like that on
several other holiday cards and no
one complained. (They were happy
to get a card I Is my sister-in-law
hung up on manners and protocol?
PATTY H., BONITA. CALIF.
DEAR PATTY: You should
have addressed the card to both
your brother and his wife: Mr.
and Mrs. I
I. However, your
sister-in-law was petty and rude
to have returned it marked
"refused."
•• •
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
response to Patricia Murchek's let-.,
ter regarding the abortion issue. I
don't understand how, after editing
five years worth of videos and writings concerning abortion, she could
have come to a conclusion about the
pro-life movement that is so completely wrong.
Pro-life does encourage information on birth control not just abstinence) and sex edueation. It also
promotes the fact that all children,
born and unborn, are precious and all human life should be afforded the respect and dignity that it
deserves
MARY MASSINPOLE,
COLUMBI'S, OHIO

_
CALVIN and HOBBES
Talf-U NC"
\

tfrt-

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, MI)

£44
What a find. Ms. Dinkins! ...It's Mailman, all right but remarkably. this specimen is fully intact, with
his Canus nipponicus Still attached"

CATHY
ANY CAREER
PLANS AFTER
8E990 A TRAINER.
AT THE 6,185,
ALEX ?

I SET TO SUP PEOPLE FEEL
GOOD, AND I CAN TAKE OFF
WHENEVER I WART!

SUCCESS 15 /MOUT BEING
HAPPY, NOT MAKING A LOT
Of MONEY! DON'T YOU
R6REE ?...CATHY?? --

QUICK' THE HAMMACHERT1
SCHLEMMER MANEUVER
SOMEONE WAVE A CHARGE
CARD UNDER HER NOSE" ,

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

40

Bagged
7 Colors gold
12 Unwavering
13 Fastened
15 You and I
16 Wrestling
holds
18 Plutonium
symbol
19 Diphthong
2i Short sleeps
22 Caresses
1

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
MAN I CAN'T Eteueve
mom'1930 WIGGED 001-

24 Xtlentiongetting sound
26 Streisand film

5. ,
9,4
MEAN,1-1-5 ISN'T
EXACTLY WRINKLE - •

28 Strike
29 Railroad
station
31 Wealthy
33 Baseballer -

erry !

Young

34 Cosmonaut
- Gagarin
36 Film director

I'M GLAD YOU AGREE
WITH MY NO 5NACK6
AT NIGHT RULE, GARFIELD'

1

GARFIELF

ARE YOU
STANDING
OVER ME
WITH A

AND ABOUT
THIS FAR
FROM
DERANGED

2

3

LUG•A BL'EIU
w' R
L 0 A AillP OK
L L S
DW
O Y
RE
UL
X
Lt
LEG
B IV A
V
0
NS
L V
AT A
0A
A
LL
T
L Y
AY
A
T IIM
E
T
BE
S
DI 1
SL
E
2-24 ®, 1994 United Feature Syndicate

42 Between arm
and hand
45 'Bali - •
47 Horseback
game
49 - - about
50 Declare

52 Run easily
54 - route
55 Yes, in Spain
56 Reverent
toward
3 wds I
59 Between MT
and MN
61 Fish trap
63 Textile
worker
65 Pee Wee of
old Dodgers
66 Snobbish

(2 wds I
3 Eastwood ID
4 South of Nab
5 Paradise

DOWN

1

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

14
18

17

16

11 - tank
14 in need of
vacuuming
17 Urge on

II

13

12

Fleming
9 Speech flaw
10 Letterman ID

6 Folksinger
Bob 7 01 knowledge
8 Author -

1 Opp of NNE
2 Army
command

Joel 38 Army store
labbr

GARFIELD

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Russian news
agency

FORK?
19

20

•

26

25

29

38

39

40

50

51

55

56

6i

41

47

23
28
33

32

36

35

46

45

27

31

30

14

PEANUTS

22

21

• •
• •
•
•
•

24

37

42

53

52

43

46 That is(abbr
48 Unlocks
54

58

57

62

66

65

63U

44

48

48

20 Catch sight of
23 Exclamation
24 Paid (abbr
25 Give tips on
horses
27 Flatbottomed
boat
30 Snare
32 Brave person
35 Set apart
from others
37 Square root
01 81
38 Aspect
39 Musician
Cugat
41 Not Quick
43 Kind of poem
44 26th ores

59

&I

60

51 Mature
53 Of the dawn
57 Numbers
(Seer I

58 Naval 9001
60 Not wet
62 - mans awn
rate

64 River in Italy

DEAR DR GOTT What is the best
and safest procedure to handle a kidney stone that is too large to pass normally -- surgery or lithotripsy" Is
there any approved medication that
can be taken to dissolve a stone'
DEAR READER. Kidney stones are
and
one of the most ubiquitous
painful -- human health problems
Although they are composed of vani
ous substances such as calcium),
when they become wedged into a
ureter, the tubes leading from each
kidney to the bladder, they often
cause excruciating spasms called
"renal colic"
If a stone is relatively small and
smooth, it may pass into the bladder
land be exCretedi after a few hours of
discomfort, requiring no more than
pain medication and supplemental fluids by mouth or vein) to flush out the
stone.
On the other hand, large and sharp
stones may lodge in the ureter and, if
not mechanically removed, obstruct
one kidney This can cause serious
consequences because the kidneys
are vital organs that rid the body of
many waste products Therefore,
when a stone doesn't pass, doctors
become worried and begun analyzing
what can be done
In the past, the only satisfactory
option was surgical removal - either
through a cystoscope ta tube introduced into the bladder) or, less commonly, by direct surgery on the ureter
itself
Now, however, urologists have a
powerful non surgical method of
breaking up stones, so that the smaller fragments pass more easily into
the bladder Called "lithotripsy." the
technique involves aiming harmless
electromagnetic waves at the stones,
causing them to disintegrate
I don't know which choice would be
right for you Certainly, lithotnpsy is
far less hazardous and uncomfortable
than surgery This is something you
should discuss with your urologist
I am not aware of any drug that dis
solves stones However. as you know,
there are medications to prevent
stones from forming -- Allopunnol for
gouty uric acid stones, for instance
Again, your urologist is your best
resource
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Kidneys" and "About Gout"
Other readers who would like copies
should send II 25 for each report plus
a long, self addressed, stamped cove
lope to P 0 Box 2433, New York. NY
10163 Be sure to mention the utleoo
11154 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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HOG MARKET

DEATHS
Mrs. Era F. Jones

Harold Daniel Humphreys
Harold Daniel Humphreys, 72, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday
at his home.
A retired horse trainer, he was a Manne veteran of World War II
serving from July 1940 to December 1946
Born June 9, 1921, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of the
late Courtney Humphreys and Lucy West Humphreys Hackett. Two
sisters, Natalie Humphreys and Dorothy Zane Calhoun, and one
grandchild preceded him in death
Mr. Humphreys is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Ruth Humphreys
Starkey, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn., and five grandchildren.

George Wall Allbritten
Funeral rites for George Wall Allbritten were Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. H.D.
Hudson and the Rev. Paul Veazey officiated.
Pallbearers were Dwayne Alexander, Larry Kennedy, Ralph Gallimore, Ken McElroy, Ted Gore, Gary Paschall, Tim Holliway and
Butch Paschall.
Honorary pallbearers were Jerry Dunn, Eddie Thompson, Marcus,
David and Roland Alexander, and the construction crew from West
Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative.
Burial was in Puryear City Cemetery.
Mr. Allbritten, 38, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., died Monday at his home.
An employee of West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative, he
was a member of Puryear Baptist Church. Born March 22, 1955, in
Murray, he was the son of Wanda Wall Allbritten and the late Rex
Allbritten.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Debbie Brannon Allbritten, to
whom he was married on Aug. 15, 1975; one son, William lssac Allbritten, his mother, Mrs. Wanda Allbritten, and one brother, David
Allbritten, all of Puryear; one sister, Mrs. Jerrye 'Ann Brannon, Fort
Lee, Va.; one niece, Sarah Allbritten; two nephews, Nathan Brannon
and Stephen Allbritten.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Parker Owen

1

Services for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Parker Owen will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. David
Brasher officiated. Burial will follow in Elm 010SC Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Owen, 86, Clearbrook, Va., formerly of Rt. 6, Murray, died
Monday at 12:20 p.m. at Winchester Medical Center, Winchester, Va.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Amon W. Owen, one son,
Wells Parker Owen, and her parents, Thomas C. Parker and Laura 0.
Hutchins Parker.
Survivors include a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Elizabeth Owen, Clearbrook; one brother, Robus Parker, Harlan; one grandchild, Darlene
Regan; one great-grandchild, Catlin Regan.

Lawrence Ellis Wiley
Final rites for Lawrence Ellis Wiley are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Wayne Carter, the
Rev. Lawson Williamson and the Rev. Jack Geurin are officiating.
Lacinda Wiley is vocalist.
Burial will follow in West Fork Cemetery.
Mr. Wiley, 80, Rt. 1, Murray, died Monday at 10:30 p.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

•Natcher...
FROM PAGE 1
All because he had to be in
Washington to cast floor votes.
Still driven to keep his string
of about 18,400 votes going.
Natcher traveled from a hospital
to Capitol Hill on Wednesday
when the House convened after a
six-day recess. His voting record
has been noted in the Guiness
Book of Records.
Natcher, 84, had been hospitalized since Feb. 11.
Natcher — who as chairman of
the House Appropriations Committee ranks as the senior and
most powerful congressman —
didn't enter the hospital until the
House finished work, despite
weakness and weight loss that
left him in a wheelchair earlier
this month.
He has won 20 elections the
old-fashioned way, by driving by
himself around the 2nd District,
where President Lincoln was
born and Fort Knox is located.
Natcher has paid his campaign
expenses out of his own pocket
and kept his costs down, rarely
spending more than $10,000 on a
campaign.
Congress has changed since
Natcher won a special election in
August 1953. Now, there are
more votes — as many as 800 a
year — and extra pressure to
spend time back home.
Besides, few House members
even expect to have as long a
career as Natcher has. So his voting record likely will stand for a
long time.
"Nobody's ever going to
match it," predicted Cynthia
Miller, assistant to the House's
official historian. "It's safe with
him."
Natcher began his streak in a
different era, when legislators

stayed in Washington during a
session rather than returning to
their districts each weekend, as
most do now.
Rep. Jim Bunning, R-4th District, said many roll-call votes
these days are for simple procedural matters, such as officially
approving the Congressional
Record.
"Sometimes it isn't as important to make the vote as it is to be
in your district meeting with constituents, giving an important
speech, holding a town meeting,"
Bunning said.
Natcher says he never intended
to establish a perfect record. It
was only five years into the
streak that someone noted it to
him, and he decided to try to
keep it going.
But it remains a matter of discipline and determination to
Natcher, although he lightheartedly mused not long ago about
the circumstances he would
choose to surround the end of his
streak.
"When 1 miss i vote I don't
want to be in the (chairman's
seat)," Natcher told Congressional Quarterly last June. "1 want to
be in Paris, France."

Services for Mrs. Era F. Jones are today at Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church, where she was a member. The Rev. James Lawson
is officiating.
Burial will follow in Unity Cemetery with arrangements by Filbe,ck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Mrs. Jones, 81, Hardin, died Wednesday at 3:20 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was retired from Ment Clothing Company, Mayfield. Her husband, Alvie Jones, and her parents, Elmus Rudolph and Ora Ellis
Rudolph, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Donna Jones, Benton; one
son, Joe Harrell Jones, one brother, Glen Rudolph, and her stepmother, Mrs. Lalah Rudolph, all of Hardin; five grandchildren, Ann
Joyce and Steve Jones, Hardin, and Carolyn Allen, Kelly Jones and
Kenny Jones, all of Benton; four great-grandchildren.

East Main St.

Jesse Chambliss
The funeral for Jesse Chambliss is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. Dwight Wyant and the
Rev. Denzil Sizemore are officiating. Burial will follow in Cedar Hill
Cemetery there.
Mr. Chambliss, 77, Princeton, died Monday at 9:36 p.m. at Caldwell County Hospital, Princeton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Cherry Wyant of Murray and
Mrs. Carol Wethington of Princeton; one sister, Mrs. Novella Teasley,
and two brothers, Raymond Chambliss and Marshall Chambliss, all of
Princeton; five grandchildren.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind.
.07
DJIA Previous Close.....-3891.68
4fP/I-1/2
•Alr Products
A T&T
52,rs-s/a
Bell South..
5414.1/2
Briggs & Stratton.........- 831/a-1/2
Bristol Myers Squibb
551/2-3/1
CBT Corp. Ky.• ...... 41B 421/4A
Chrysler
571/4-1
/
4
Dean Foods
311/2-34
Exxon.
Ford Motor
General Electric
General
591/2.1/2
Goodrich.
41,/etia

Prices as of 9 a.m.

.25qi.s/a
Mattel
60-1/2
McDonalds_
321/4-36
Merck
541/8-11/4
J.C. Penney.
25B 261/2A
Peoples First.
6.31/2-%
Quaker Oats
Schering•Plough.........
463/11-1/1
Sears
661/2-1/4
Texaco..
Time Warner .......
2tr/s-1/2

753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

0,
WAREHOUSE TIRE
Mon Fn 7 5 Sat 7-Noon

Coopper
TIRES

ADO Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

BUY ANY NEW
DODGE RAM
•
OR
DAKOTA
FROM OUR
STOCK
DURING
(A $299 00 Value)
FEBRUARY
GET A MOPAR REDLINE!! FREE!

Cain's tl
CURYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-6448

Jackson
Civic Center

and

Jackson Fairgrounds
Activities Center

New Shipments
'Spring Afghans
'House Flags
'Door Mats

'Balloon Bouquets
For All Occasions
'Easter Trolls & Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
109 S.
4th St.

753-1462

TWO Great Locations - One Low Price!

Feb. 24, 25, 26 6 27, 1994
Free Shuttle Bus Service Between Both Locations
4.000 Gallon Rolling, Stocked Aquanurr
6_2" Stocked Trout Fishing Pond
1114 Specsal Crappie Room, Filled with Accessories
Li' High Performance Boat Tune Up Seminars

B•101111•G•0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

$4,400 Letter H
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502459-L880

8TH ANNUAL WEST TENNESSEE
BOAT, SPORTS 6 RV SHOW

1411..11 W I

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

111 Speech...

mcnt of speech communication
and theatre is helping."
England said he encourages
members of the community to
come and watch the competition.
"As far as 1 know, this is the
first time the tournament has ever
been held in Murray," Ethenon
said.
Both the Murray High and the
Calloway High speech teams will
compete in the tournament.

Assual Fees!
Guaraatred Rcturs i Principal'
Multiple Income Features!
(au 80. Far Mary Informaroa
Ots Tardliferredi 4aaaates

-19-1/1
K-Mart
K U Energy...................... 26,4-14
24q2-1/a
Kroger

I B M_
Ingersoll Rand
/
2 Wal-Mart- 373/4-1
•rimiard Lyons is 8 5IOS44 maker in did stock
LAC-price unchanged
Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
tiP

lateral Rate

Gisarasteed
(7c Far
(an Year'

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Funeral rites for David Carman Hull are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Marvin S. Hicks Funeral Home, Monticello. The Rev. Harlan Ogle is officiating.
Burial will follow in Elk Spring Cemetery, Monticello.
Mr. Hull, 47, attorney at law, Monticello, died about 3:30 a.m.
Tuesday at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Geri Kenderick Hull R.N., to whom he
had been married for 18 years; one son, Justin K. -Hull, Monticello;
his parents, Oren L. and Mary Clark Carman Hull, Murray; one
brother. Donald P. Hull and wife, Linda, and one nephew,- Donald P.
Hull Jr., Tulsa.

Are You Earning

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

The funeral for Mrs. Willie Franklin Futrell is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Joe W. Eaton is
officiating. Music is by the Choir of Grace Baptist Church.
Pallbearers are Calvin Jarrett, Mike Wilson, Larry Crutcher, Melvin
Smith, Mike Morgan and Thomas Cook. Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Futrell, 78, Melrose Drive, Murray, died Tuesday at 4:20 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church. Her husband, John
Cullen Futrell, and one son, Alfred Cullen Futrell, preceded her in
death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Patricia Ann Howell and
husband, Darrell, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs. Elizabeth Dean Bland and
husband, James, and Mrs. Jacqueline Kay Helm and husband, Ray.
Murray; one son, Royce Earl Futrell and wife, Liz, Fort Meade, Fla.;
three sisters, Mrs. Nora Lee Sills and husband, Auburn, New Concord,
Mrs. Sally Wimberly, Murray, and Mrs. Iola Cook, Dover, Tenn.; two
brothers, Grover Howell Crutcher and wife, Robbie, and W.J. CrutchCr, Murray; five granddaughters; one grandson; three stepgranddaughters; two great-grandchildren.

Good Reasons To Shop Downtown
FROM PAGE 1
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Mrs. Willie Franklin Futrell

David Carman Hull

CD OWNERS!

• 14 Games -- 0100 Each
• $1200 Jackpot -- I57i Number Call
to jarkpit
Om Number isnd $100

ofeco
o
01613°C1
SC:4"i
r•tFrc511'72
alerr-r
101:3541::

• I.etter "II" -- :10 Numbers or Less Pays $4400!
leonsolatton Prue • BY; Id IF Jackpot. minimum $1010
• :1 Special Grimes

Doable Ringo pays 60°,1. 75'; arid 90'i

National Guard Armory
hwy. 121 Nowth, Murray. Ky.

laP Game Calls & Demonstrations
• Over 100 Boats to 'Show 6 Seir

FREE
Parking at
Fairgrounds

FREE

II.g" RV's & Campers

Jackpot!!!

w,ek

11.• Fishing Seminars

11.' Pools, Hot Tubs & Spas
GP. RubberMaid Casting Kids Competition
ri2' 'Big Fredc&e 8 His Monster Car Crushing Truck Demonstration
rier Family Day (Senior Citizens 8 Kids under 12 FREE on Thursday)

Admission: Adults $5.00, Children (6-12) $2.50
Kids under 6 FREE

Show Times:
plesented
HEAVTIVEISIIT PIONO1101111

Thursday & FrIdey - 2 p.m. to 10 pm
Saturday • 10 a.m. to 10 p.m
Sunday 10 am. to 6 p.m

